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CHAPTER I
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE SADDLEPOINT METHOD 
AND SUMMARY
§ 1 . In tro d u c tio n  and Summary«
The main o b je c t o f th e  p re se n t th e s i s  i s  to  o b ta in  some 
asym pto tic  r e s u l t s  f o r  the  renew al and re c u r re n t  even t p ro cesses  and fo r  
th e  lo c a l  c e n t r a l  l im i t  theorem s, u s in g  th e  method o f s te e p e s t  d e sc e n t.
In  t h i s  c h a p te r , a  b r i e f  account of th e  sad d le p o in t method 
i s  g iv en . C onsider the  s e r ie s  o f p a r t i a l  sums
n -kS (z ) = Za. z K (1 .1 )  n , k.
lfr=0
where , K »  a re  c o n s ta n ts  ( r e a l  o r  complex) I f  th e  r e la t io n
lim  zn ( f ( z )  -  S ( z )} = 0 (1 .2 )
lzh “
ho lds f o r  each f ix e d  value o f n and |z |  -> » in  some p re s c r ib e d  reg ions 
3-^ < a rg  z < th en  th e  s e r ie s  S(z)  = lim  S (z) i s  c a l le d  sin asym ptotic
n*co n
expansion ( s e r ie s )  f o r  f ( z )  in  P o in c a re ’s sen se . I t  i s  w r i t te n  as
f ( z )  ~ Za z ' k . (1 .3 )  
k=o
For com puta tional p u rposes, a  f i n i t e  number o f term s o f eq u a tio n  (1 .3 )  o fte n  
s u f f ic e s  so th a t  no q u es tio n  o f convergence need a r i s e .  When th e  expansion
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on the left of equation (1.3) is derived hy the saddlepoint method, it is 
called the saddlepoint expansion of f(z). In such cases, it is seen that 
the dominant term £(z) satisfies the relation
I z|->co Fcty = 1 ' ax < arg 2 < a2 . (1.4)
The function f(z) is called the saddlepoint approximation to f(z) and denoted
by
f(z) « f(z) . (1.5)
Summary.
In chapter II, the limit theorem for the persistent and aperiodic 
recurrent event £ is considered. The notation of Feller [12] is 
followed. Chapter III deals mainly with the approximation to the renewal 
function when the underlying failure time distribution function of the 
renewal process has^analytic characteristic function. The method employed 
is straightforward, namely, instead of inverting the Laplace transform in 
question by standard method, the saddlepoint technique is applied, to the 
integral of the inversion formula after some regularity conditions are imposed 
on the Laplace transform which is to be inverted.. In both these chapters, 
emphasis that the sao.d.lepoint methods are, in general, inefficient and in­
appropriate is made. Chapter IV contains three examples to clarify some 
of the remarks made in chapters II and III. A brief review of some of the 
results obtained by Leadbetter [20], Bartholomew [1], and Feller [11] 
is also given.
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In Chapter V, the method as originally used by Daniels [9] and 
then Richter [25] is applied to derive asymptotic expansions for the den­
sity functions (for large deviations) of sums of independent random variables. 
Under certain conditions, it is seen that the saddlepoint expansion and the 
corresponding Gram-Charlier expansion are identical. The discussion for 
lattice random variables is not considered. This is not because it is less 
important, but because the corresponding saddlepoint expansion may be •"! ' r 
obtained in exactly the same manner as in the continuous case. The main 
difference is that in the lattice case, we are dealing with an analytic 
periodic function.
* * * * * *
§ 2• The Method of Steepest Descent for Integrals.
k.
This is one method of finding asymptotic expansion for a 
function which can be expressed in the form of an integral, whose 
integrand fluctuates in value with respect to some argument or parameter.
It must not be confused with a corresponding method used for solving 
systemsof linear algebraic or differential equations. The method 
in question had been known to B. Riemann (1892) but apparently, it 
was P. Debye (1909) who first employed it systematically to get asymptotic 
expansions for Bessel functions of large order. Workers in the field 
of statistical mechanics have found the technique indispensible since the 
twenties. After the formal introduction of this powerful tool into 
mathematical statistics by Daniels (195b), Richter [25] and Keilson [16] 
succeeded in using it to prove some local limit theorems for large 
deviations. Daniels himself even used it to find the density functions 
of the ratio of two statistics while Cox [^ ] and Smith [27] also employed it 
in deriving density functions that arise from renewal and queueing 
theories.
The general features of the integral whose expansion is 
required may be expressed in the form
i’(t) = /~etw(z; t)dZ (2.1)
J c
where w(z;t) is some analytic function of z, t is a parameter (real or complex) 
and C is the contour of integration. It is obvious that if C is a 
closed contour, w(z;t) must possess at least one singularity (pole) within
5 .
it; otherwise, the real part of w(z;t), denoted by Re {w(z;t)), tends to 
at both ends of the integration path. The success of the method depends 
on the possibility of deforming the path C to a more suitable path 
and expressing the integral in the form
(2.2)
so that the new integrand has a peak at v = o and <l>(v,t) is regular on gj. 
During the deformation of the path C to.^, Cauchy's principle of Contour 
Deformation must not be violated. The residues of any poles crossed 
must be taken into account, so also are cuts and loops arising from 
branch points. For simplicity, assume that no singularities are crossed 
during the deformation. Laplace conceived the idea that in the 
neighbourhood of the peak the value of the integral may be used to 
approximate the whole integral and outside this neighbourhood its value 
is exponentially small. It may turn out that this approximate function 
will be more simple to study or for computation.
The peak v = o is located by first finding the root of
the equation
c*w(z;t) i dw(zQ;t)
o
Solving this equation is usually the most important and sometimes the 
most difficult step of the technique. Its roots are the stationary
(2.3)





11.
are written as p^ _ , k §2. In [10],Feller shews that if p^ < oo, then
-1 / -lxun = (j. + o(n ) (1.3)
If n'the left hand side being interpreted as zero if p 
for 1, it has recently been proved by Gelfond [13] that
E  k f. <  oo 
tel
un = i . I ■ 2 q.
p 2 te n+1d
+ 0 (iSfü) (1.4)
n /
where k5n+p > k=0,1,2,... are the tail probabilities of {f , 5=1,2,...}
In this Chapter, we propose to investigate the possibility of applying the
-1saddlepoint technique to estimate the error term, r^ = u^ - p
Smith [27] suggests that it may be useful to apply saddlepoint 
techniques in renewal and recurrent event theory. Earlier, Daniels[9] bad 
demonstrated the usefulness of the saddlepoint method in the study of the 
asymptotic properties of sums of independent identically distributed random 
variables. Applying Daniels* method, Smith obtains the saddlepoint approx­
imation to the probability p (t) of n renewals in time t, when t is large.
He is. able to. do this.because the generating function of. p.n(t). contains a 
factor of the form [F (s)] (where F (s) is the Laplace-StieItjes transform 
of the underlying random variable of the renewal process) which is the 
generating function of the sum of n independent identically distributed
random variables. However, u = 2 f where f is the coefficient
’ n . . n 7 n0=1
of zn in lF(z)]J, i.e. f ^^is the probability that the j ^  occurrence of 
6 takes place at trial number n. Thus, whilst one may expect saddlepoint
methods to be useful when discussing p (t), whose generating function involves
12.
powers of n, one will be expecting too much to demand the same for u . In 
fact, it will be seen in the following sections that saddlepoint methods are 
of only limited applicability in the latter context and, when applicable, 
other more efficient procedures are usually available. Thus there seem good 
reasons why Smith*s suggestion should go unheeded. There seems to be no 
reference in the literature to the application of these methods to approximat­
ing the recurrent event probability u , or its continuous time analogue, the 
renewal density h(t).
One great disadvantage of the saddlepoint technique is that not only 
do we require some knowledge of the p.g.f. F(z), but we must also know enough 
of the analytic properties of the generating function
h(z) . gn r zn . l  („ . w 1) *n -n =0 n n=0 ' n x . F(z)
where
F/1 \ (z) = -  2.  q. z1(1) ii n=0 k
1 - F(z) 
p(l - z)
(1.5)
(1.6)
-1is the p.g.f. of the distribution^ q , k = 0,1,2,...}, When p.' < °° , theK c.
power series
P(2)(z) X - F (l)(z) 
F'(i)(l) (1-z)
(l.T)
generates a proper probability distribution and (1.5) nay be written in the 
alternative form
,l2->* F(2)(Z)R(z)
2 H V ) w
(1.6)
Note that the coefficients r^ need not be non-negative.
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The Procedure; An Illustration.
Let R be the radius of convergence of F(z) and R that of R(z). 
Since F^^(z) is zero-free at least for jzj s 1, it is clear that R § 1. 
Provided that |i' < co , we see from (1.8) that R(l-) < oo . Let ^  be a cir­
cular contour about the origin within the circle |z| = R. Then
= _i_ \ 2 Ü 1  dz (1.9)
n 2rri J/? n+l
Xjy Z
The question is: Are saddlepoint methods helpful in estimating this integral?
The answer to this question requires some knowledge of the nature of the sing­
ularities of R(z). We shall look into this in the following sections; but 
throughout our discussion, R(z) is assumed to possess no essential singularities.
To illustrate a situation in which the saddlepoint methods may be 
applied, suppose for the moment that R(z) may be continued as a meromorphic 
function R^)(z) in a region of the z-plane which includes the origin as an 
interior point. Let be a line in this region (which we shall assume to be 
a half-plane) and S/ be a closed contour which consists of the line and a
semicircle r of radius T inscribed on it so that ^  includes the origin as an 
interior point. Then we have
Vz) dz
= r + n
/\on -zerO
(sum of residues at poles of R_(z)A 1
z-(n+i)
within S, )
As T -> oo , the integral over is 0(Tn+1) so that
l b .
1 r  ^ rt« ze^o n+1
rr = 2ttT'^L "ri+X" ” (SUIÜ °1 residues at^poles of R^(z)z within )
1 z
(1.10)
The saddlepoint technique involves the choice of the line which passes
through an appropriate saddlepoint of the integrand.
Let us clarify with the following simple example. Take
2F(z) = (l-p)z + pz 0 < p < 1 j (1.11)
so that
whence
R(z) = -r^—  (l+pz) -11+P S ( -p )n=o 1+p
n n
r = n ( - D n
)) (1.12) 
)
-1 1+P )Here R = oo and R = -p ^} and we can continue R(z) as a meromorphic inunction
over the whole plane. Writing
co(z,n) = (n+l) "'l.og R(z) - Log z (1.13)
we have
_ 1 f  exp {(n+l) co (z,n)} dz (l.l4).
n 2irl
Unless otherwise stated, the principal branch of the logarithm is always taken. 
The exponent of the integrand has a saddlepoint at
(1.15)z = z^ = “ 1 - - . • - 1,-1-p (l+(n+l) )'
-1which approaches the pole z = -p of R(z), from the right, as n -> « , Now
d2co(z,n) _ (n+l) "'S/ + 1
Sz2 (l+pz)2 z2
(1.16)
which is positive for all real values of z. Thus, the argument of the axis of
z^ is given by
v- t§ - iArg . ±| (1.17)
ÜZ
We can therefore take -L in (l.lO) to be the axis of z^. Since is positive-
7rly oriented, we must have V = - — . The semicircle r of radius T and centre z^ 
is inscribed on the right side of £  . Then
/2rri
(n+1) co(z,n) j /  f 15 + r) eCn+i) “(z'n)
27Ti Lv. Zl+iT u r- J
As T -*■ oo , we get
z„ +ioo
- -h- r 1 e(n+l) “ (z'n) dz - „2/n J . n (1.18)z -1«
rn* Jlwhere ü is the sum of the residues of R(z)z in the half-plane fie z ^ z^ 
Parametrizing the path ^  by putting
r ö2o>(z-^n) - " 2
z = z + iv < (n+l> ---75---
V. öz"*
and integrating the dominant term of the integral (l.l8) is seen to be
z2 (l+pz, )"
r = n
 1 t_ ■§■
{  p2z^ + (n+1)(l+pz1)2 }  e(n+1) ^■Jzlr
We shall call rv the saddlepoint approximation to r contributed by the saddle- 
point z = z^. On substituting for z^from (1,15) into (1,19) we obtain
n
(-l)nfl+(n+ir-V^ ^  pn
•/Sr 1+p n/Sr
/ -. \ n n(-1) P P _ e
n/St1+p (1.20)
-1Thus, r differs from the exact value r in that (ll) is replaced by its n n
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Stirling approximation e/ZÜr. It will be seen in § 2(ii) that this is 
the general situation i.e. r^ is a crude approximation of the residue of 
R(z)z at the pole z=-p-1 This renders the saddlepoint method un­
necessary in this context since it is usually easier to compute the 
residue in question. Complications may arise if F(z) and hence R(z) 
possess one or more branch points. It will be convenient to introduce 
the following cassification of Heathcote* (1967)^  which depends on the 
radius of convergence R of F(z):
Case I: 1 <R < a>. The radius of convergence R Qf R(z) is then the
smaller of R and the absolute value of the first zero of F ^ C z )  and R > 1* 
Case II: R = « so that F(z) is an entire function. Here, it is possible 
for R(z) to be (a) entire, e.g. if F(z) = zeZ ^ or (b) meromorphic, e.g. 
if F(z) « pz + (l-p)z2, 0 < p < 1.
Case III: R = 1. In this case, the singularity at z = 1 of R(z) cannot
be a pole.
Cases (i) and (il) are considered in (l) § 2 when F(z) is single-valued 
and (2) § 3 when F(z) has a branch point at z = R in which case we assume 
R(z) can be continued as a meromorphic function R-^z) in some half-plane. 
Case (ill) seems quite difficult and will be briefly discussed in the last 
section of the chapter.
* * * * * * *
*Heathcote,C.R. "Complete Exponential Convergence and Some Related TopicsM 
(1967). j. Applied Prob.Bfl
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§ 2. Approximation to r when R(z ) is single-valued.
We proceed now to answer the question regarding the applicability 
of the saddlepoint methods in cases (l) and (il) of the classification 
mentioned at the end of § 1. In this section, we assume that F(z) and 
R(z) are single-valued so that R(z) may be regarded as a meromorphic 
function with poles situated at the non-unit zeros of 1 - F(z). Since 
R > 1, we see from integral (1.9) that r^ decays exponentially. By success­
ive application of Mittag-Leffler*s theorem, R(z) can be written in the form
R(z) = Rq (z ) + g(z)eh ^  (2.1)
where Rq(z) is a rational function, containing the poles of R(z), and 
g(z) and h(z) are both entire functions. Thus, if R^;= 0, R(z) is entire, 
while if g ( z ) =  0 ?R(z) is rational. These cases are now dealt with separately, 
(i) R(z) is an entire function.
Here we have
Provided that the function
H(z;n) - h(z) - (n+l) Log z (2.3)
has a sufficiently sharp maximal point in the complex z-plansr, the saddlepoint 
method is indeed very helpful. Many examples on the application of the saddle­
point techniques to integrals with entire integrand may be found in textbooks 
dealing with such techniques, see e.g. de Bruijn [2J.
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The maximal p o in t i s  th e  sad d le p o in t o f th e  fu n c tio n  H (z;n) and i s  
o b ta in ed  by p u t t in g  i t s  p a r t i a l  d e r iv a tiv e  w ith  re s p e c t to  z eq u a l to  zero , i . e .
.  h. ( ,)  - (n+Dz-1 (2 . 4 )
Let t h i s  ro o t be z = zq = zQ(n ) . Then th e  sad d lep o in t approxim ation  r  to  
r^  c o n tr ib u te d  by z^ i s  g iven  by
r  = n
, , h (z  ) r ^ H[V nh '2 - (n + l)  , ,
« (* o )e 0 { --------- - 2 — }  zo (2 -5)
1
/S r  u l  dz‘
Note t h a t  complex ro o ts  must occur in  con jugate  p a i r s  and th o se  w ith  equal
moduli a re  o f eq u a l im portance. I f  th e re  a re  more th an  one ro o t o f e q n .(2 .4 )
on th e  c i r c l e ) z |  = |z  I, th e  sad d lep o in t approxim ation  to  r  may be de riv ed‘ o ' n
in  th e  same manner as  ( i i )  below .
( i i )  R(z) i s  r a t i o n a l .
Here R(z) has th e  form
q a .
J I , ( z -S ,)  J
R(z) = R ( z ) = K ^ ^ ------o '  P (2 . 6 )
„ n . ( z - t  ) u  U =1
where g , j= l ,2 ,  . . . , q  and £ , u= 1 ,2 , . . . , p  ( g.  V £ , a l l  j  and u ) a re  re s p e c t-  «J u j  u
iv e ly  th e  d i s t i n c t  zeros o f  o rd e r a .  and d i s t i n c t  p o le s  o f  o rd e r  b o f R (z),
J u
and K i s  a c o n s ta n t chosen such th a t  K = ( | i ' -  p ) /(2 p  ) .  Unless s ta te d  to  
th e  c o n tra ry , th e  p o le s  o f R(z) a re  assumed to  have been a rran g ed  so th a t  
1 < I (j-jJ  | y  ^  . . .  ^  |£  | .  Note t h a t  complex p o le s  must occur in  
con jugate  p a i r s ,  s in ce  i s  r e a l .
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In practice, solving the equation
zR
R
V z ) = n + 1tzj (2.7)
to locate the saddlepoints of the integrand, of integral (1.9) is very 
cumbersome. For the application of the Laplace method for integrals, 
the factorization of the integrand as a product of the form G(z)enco^Z‘,n^  
say, is somewhat arbitrary. All that is important is that co(z;n) must' 
possess at least one sad&lepoint and G(z) is continuous and regular in 
its range. To this end, we write
G(z) Ji - s/J
i  <z - u up&u/k
, ks= 1,2, • . .,p<
(2.8)
-1cuk (z;n) = -(n+l)~ b kLog(z - Log z
so that the integral (1.9) becomes
r =n 27Ti4  f  G(z)e(n+1) <uk(z;n),7?
(2.9)
Equating the partial derivative of av(z;n) with respect to z to zero, we 
findthat its saddlepoint is situated at
z = z. = k
\  2^  /-i + rrr ) 5, (2.1!D)
-l
n+1 J bk
By taking each value of k in turn, we have 
Lemma 2.1
To each distinct pole £k  of R(z) is associated a saddlepoint zk 
(k ~ 1,2, ...,p) such that |zk | <  |£k | and zk -> £k as n -> m  .
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We have [z^ ] £ |z?|-< ... ^ iz^ | and for n sufficiently large 
I z-jJ >1. Saddlepoints outside the circle C: |z| = | z.J need not he 
considered since their total contribution is less significant than that of 
the saddlepoints on C, Let there be m saddlepoints of R(z)z on C.
( m even if all the poles of R(z) corresponding to these saddlepoints are 
complex). Without loss of generality, the corresponding m poles of R(z) 
lying on the circle 1z1 = |t | can be taken as t_. t_, .... t • We shall 
deal only with the case when all these poles are simple i.e, b^ = b0 =:•♦., = 
b^ = 1. Thus from (2.1ÜD), the associated saddlepoints are
> k — 1, 2, • • •, m » (2.11)
In the vicinity of z = z , 1 g k ^ m,K
o^(z;n)
a2m(z,jn) „ , SV V n)
mk(Vn) + I (z -zk)2 + ^ äz* (z'zk )J
G(z) = G(z ) + Z -~G^(z, ) (z - z )J
k' jSl JI (2.12)
-1
Let (z - Zy.) = seiVls and ä2tu (z, jn)/c)z“ = w. = iS--l0 + —^7
(V*:k) z*
Tlien
n
c) co, (z ;n)k k („ „ v- 5 —  (z - zk) 2 i(2VvH>]*-) w, s e k
which is negative when the argument of the axis of z^ is
V. = + iir - 1« (2.13)
21.
2 / 2How ö is positive or negative according as z is real or
imaginary. In order to conform with the original orientation of the contour 
t? (which is positively oriented), we take (a) v^= 0 if ^  = -idk, fa) v> ssk !r
if ^k s V  ^  \  = 77 if ^k= id*and vk = 2 t  ==*^7r if ?k = "dk
where in each case d_ > 1 is a real number. We therefore infer that if P,k. sk
1 5^lie cbn (i) the upper half-plane, then —  ir ^ v g ~ 7r and (ii) the lowerhalf 
plane, then -J-tt ^ ^ j? ir • We shall suppose that z / z^, ..., z^ are
arranged so that 0 ^ < ... < v^. The axis of the saddlepoints zv,
k a 1,2,...,m are tangential to the circle ns |z| = |z^| at the points 
z = z , k = 1,2,...,m respectively.K
When R(z)z ^  possesses only one real saddlepoint as in the 
illustration in § 1, we may integrate along a small straight segment on the 
axis of the saddlepoint. This segment may be extended to the whole axis 
and the new contour of integration may be closed by a large semicircle so
domain within this,
that the new closed contour includes the origin as an interior point.
When r (z )z has mQre than one saddlepoint on the circle C: |z| = |z,_| ,
there is no need to integrate along each of the axes of the saddlepoints.
The following procedure enables us to consider the contributions by all the 
saddlepoints of interest simultaneously. We emphasize at this juncture that 
whichever method is used, the final result will be the same. It will be seen 
that our main interest is to show the inefficiency of the saddelpoint method 
to approximate r , as could have been inferred from the example of § 1.
We next deform -Q to the circle 0 so that
2 2 .
r  = ~~r  G(Z) e (a+1) “ k (z jn )d2n 2m  v. q
{ f  + ! + . . .  +  ^ + T G (z)e(n+1) ^ (z ;n ),
^  -A  ' a.
Z1 z2
' ' -G'
(2 .14)
where 2 , k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m  a re  sm all c i r c u la r  a rc s  about th e  sad d lep o in ts  z
zk K
and 9/  = H -  (n + 2  + . . . + 2  ) .  We now map th e  c i r c le  2 on to  th e  r e a l
zi  z2 %
i0l in e  by p u tt in g  z = |z^J e .
In  th e  neighbourhood -  S £ 0 -  v. ^ 5 o f th e  sad d lep o in t z ,K i£
where o = (n+ l)~  = n w ith  y <  e < i . e .  on th e  a rc  2 ,
zk
2
o>k (z ;n )  = o^Cz^jn)  + \ ------ -----------  | zk | 2i 2 (e -v k )2 + 0 (n "5G)
G(z) = G(zk ) {1 + 0(n’ £ )}
Thus, the contribu tion  r (n) to  r o f the neighbourhood 2 1 zk n ^  z*
r  (n) R(z. ) 1 z I V. +5
Zlr ___ k k C' k O O ■? ö T "Kc
zn+l  2JJ. 1 exp{-|(n+l)wk |z k | (e-Vk ) ) e öd 0 { l +0(n )}
R(z ) e “ ^ " ^
ic
zn+^/~(n+i)w,
K
- i
27r
ß
f
K ' -ß
e »vv2 dv {l+Ofo1”'^ )}
2 3 .
•where
(n+l)wk |z k | 2 (0-vk )2i 2 = v2
and ß = \l~[ (n+l)wk | zk | 2&2)-> co a s  03 , But when n -> 00 ,
-  ß
2'v dv e ^ d v  = = o f n 1 - 36 )
V ß
Hence
r  (n) 
zk
R(zk ) 
" n * l.. (n+1)
a a^(zkjn)
'  1 - i p  f  e ^ d v  {l+0(n 't'”3 e )) 
' -00
1
n/ 5 jT
(n+1) sV v n)
-i
R^Zl^  { l+0(n1_3e)} 
n+1
(2 .15)
C le a rly , S '  com prises o f th e  a rc s  { | z |  = | z j , Vv_p+ & < 0 < Vk-  S; h = l ,2 , . .  .,m)
For v + 6 < 6 < v - 5, k = l , 2 , . , , , m  we have 
k*“-L k
| G ( | z k | e l ( v k - S ) ) !  < Kl <
| E ( | z .  |ei (V  G))| < <
Ki, K2 a re  c o n sta n ts
and
11^ *1
|exp{(n+ l)ü jk ( |z k |e i ^Vk' 5 ^}| = | z j  K2 |e x p { f (n + l)w j z ^ p  (0-Vk)2 } |k» k 1
< exp{-Jn^ e ) s in ce  6 = n £
24.
Thus, the saddlepoint approximation to r^  is the sum of the 
contributions r^ (n) of the saddlepoints z^ , k= 1,2, that is,
m
2
k = 1
1
n/St
(n+1)
3 «d^ z jn) -  i R(zk) {l+0(n1_5e)3 1 
n+1 f
(2.16)
It is now convenient to introduce the following notation: let
W
Q )
-— ■— ■■ = residue of R(z)z n^+1^
^k
at the pole
2 Wk=l n K -
(2.IT)
total residue of r(z)z~^n+1  ^at the poles ..., £ •-L y ~ in
We have the following 
Theorem 2.1.
As n ■> oo }
n/5  rafi.tn 1 . (2,18)
To prove this theorem, we first note that for each k,
(n+1) vvn) -iOJir-vp
/(n+1) wv (zk-^k)
where
1 + (n+1)T (zk ) = -> 1 as z, approaches t  •k bk
Thus, substituting for z given by (2.11) into (2.15), we get
r (n) ~ — —
\  v s
whence (2.18) follows.
i + j f T +1n+1/ ^n+1 g * 1
Thus, in the case when the poles of interest are simple, the
saddlepoint approximation r differs from the residue t in that (ll)”1n n
is replaced by its Stirling approximation e/\/2rr. In other words, r is a
rather poor approximation to t . It is for this reason that the saddlepointn
method is not appealing in this context; for it is much easier to compute 
the residue in question.
It may be remarked that when multiple poles are present, the 
saddlepoint approximation to the corresponding residue is even worse.
Thus, if a pole of R(z) of order b * the same argument as above
leads to
1(n)
V5Ä, f1 + f^) K -  5v> d (n+1)
n+1
k bk k bk
e fc r 1 V1d k
4Zirb, L^k”1^1 dz^ kk k -i <v ^k)bk R(\} ?k(n+1)]
t (5k)
V27Tb, n Kk
an n -> oo.
26.
where t^(£^) i£ the residue of R(z)z at the multiple pole £ . Thus,
we have
n/SS rzk (n)
A- **
etk t (L)n Vbk
as n -> oo. When b^ . = 1, this reduces to the previous case.
(iii) R(z) is of the form (2*2)
Here we have
s r /
&
, v h(z) „ / X~1 dzg(Z)e + R0(z) — (2.19)
Therefore, we may find the saddlepoint approximations to each of the integrals 
by the methods discussed in (i) and (ii) above and add the resulting approx­
imations to obtain r .n
* * * * * * * *
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§ 3» Approximation to rn when R(z) has a branch point at z = b .
Let b > 1 be a real number and the point z = b be a branch point
of F(z). Then R(z) also has a branch point at z = b. We shall assume that
R(b) < oo . For simplicity, it is assumed that F(z) and hence R(z) have no
other branch points in the z-plane. In general, R(z) -will be extremely
(Xcomplicated. As such, the following will only be^heuristic discussion.
(i) Singularity of R(z) nearest to the origin is a pole, i.e.
R < b. Here, the treatment oi S 2 (ii) carry over without alteration. For, 
if ..., £ (l ^ m I co) are simple poles on the circle |z| = |f^| = R 
and
R (z) _ Gl(z)
= z - Ek k —  1 j  2, 0 0 0 y m 0 (3.1)
we can write, for each k,
<ok (z;n) = -(n+l)“1Log(z-^k ) - Log z (3*2)
whence
rn = rG1(z)e(n+1K ( z^ )dz (3.3)
' £
In (3•1)> Gi(z) is a function of z with a branch point at z = b and is such 
that both sides of (3•1) are identical. The saddlepoint approximation to 
r^ is thus given by equation (2.16) and theorem (2.1) holds.
(ii) Singularity of R(z) nearest to the origin is the branch
point z = b. We may have the following possibilities:
(a) R(z ) p o ssesses  a t  l e a s t  one po le  on th e  c i r c l e  |z |  = |£_J,
| ^ i  I > h . More g e n e ra lly , l e t  5 , ^ , , , ,  , ^  ( l  I m  < » )  be simple p o les
on t h i s  c i r c l e .  Note th a t  none of th e se  p o le s  can l i e  on th e  p o s i t iv e  r e a l
a x i s . To an e x te n t ,  th e  d isc u ss io n  of §2 ( i i )  c a r r ie s  o v e r. In ­
s te a d  o f deform ing th e  con tour to  th e  c i r c l e  0 : jz | = |z ^ | , k = 1 , 2 , ,. .m  
where z = a re  th e  sad d le p o in ts  a s s o c ia te d  w ith  th e  p o les  £ , we deform -
to  th e  c lo sed  con tour /</, which c o n s is ts  o f the  m ajor c i r c u la r  a rc  £>1 of n
y
c lo sed  by th e  l in e  Lj., a sm all c i r c u la r  lo o p 'o f  ra d iu s  e about z = b and th e
A i i « i  A
l in e  L2 as shown in  F ig .I ,
F ig . I .  Deform ation o f con tou r ■ ■  to
t
>
Remembering th a t  now | > b , k = 1, 2 , . . .m , we may d e fin e  R(z) and
o ^ (z ;n )  as in  (3 .1 )  and (3 .2 ) r e s p e c t iv e ly .  Thus
r n
i f f
SJ 1 ' ae . . ,
Gl( z ) e (n+1 H ( z ; n )dz (3.4)
so that
29.
since *C' = S21+L1+7+L2 . On 7, , , iöb+ee ,
/ R(z)
7
dz
n+1 " z
2tt
ie ' R(b+ce10) e10
v. 0
0.0
(b-j-=ei® ) n+1
-> 0 as e -v 0.
since R(b) < <». The phases of z on Li and L2 are 0 and 2tt. However, the 
evaluation of the integrals over these contoursdepends on a knowledge of 
the functional form of R(z), In general, these integrals will not cancel 
each other. As tne values of the integral over Li and L2 obviously form 
the dominant term in (3-^)* the integral over üly which may be deter­
mined by saddlepoint methods as from pages 21 through 2k, is of less 
importance. As Lx and L2 are only small portions of the real line, it 
is unlikely that the integrals over Lx and L2 can be approximated by the 
saddlepoint techniques.
(b) R(z) is pole-free in the z-plane.
When R(z) has no pole, we cannot factorize the integrand as be­
fore. It may be anticipated that there is no result similar to 
that indicated in theorem (2.1). Instead, we may perhaps expect result 
of the form
Saddlepoint Approximation to r
-{n+1)Line integral of R(z)z over the line fe z = b
Constant.
(3.5)
It will be seen in Example IV.3 that this is in fact the case. In the mean­
time, let us discuss the general problem heuristically. We have
50.
rn = 1 (n+1)C (n+1 )"1Log R(z) - Log z ] }dz
so that the saddlepoint is located by solving the equation
_ „+1
(5.6)
R(z) (3.7)
A s we do not intend to have a detailed discussion, we shall assume that
eqn.(3»T) has a root z= z (n) = z on the segment (l,b) such thato o 7
lim z (n) = b n -> oo o (3.8)
By Schwarzfs inequality, for z real and positive, {R1(z)} g (R(z)}{Rm(z)} 
and so
R(z )R"(z ) - {R*(z )}d nT/_ \ oy o' 1 o'} n+1 _ « /-,J(zJ = ------------ ---------- + — o > 0 b«9)
Hence, the argument of the axis ^  of the saddlepoint zq is v = We assume 
it is possible to continue R(z) as a meromorphic function, R^fz), say, in 
the half-plane Re z < b - e. The contour £> is thus deformed to the contour 
J?/, which comprises the axis 'Ll with a semicircle Pi, centre zQand radius T, 
inscribed on its left side so that the origin is contained with^the region 
bounded by yf. (cf. the illustration in § 1.) The saddlepoint approximation 
r^'ito r^ is then easily seen to be
rb (n) hr )}** R(z ) z;(n+1).far o o (3.10)
Since r, (n) is not an approximation to the residues of poles
of the integrand of integral(3.6), theorem (2.1) has no counter-part here.
We wish now to see what interpretation can be given to r^(n) as- n tends to
infinity. Since z -> b an n + » , the axis of z must be indented at theo 3 o
■-'•31.
branch point by a semicircular loop y*of radius e , as shown in fig.II.
b-it
axis as n +
Thus,
b-ier
b-iT
+
b+iTr
1 + 
b+ie
(3.11)
First letting e ■+■ 0 and then letting T -*■ «> , we get for n +
1
rn ^  2tt1
b+icor
b-ico
(3.12)
We may thus inferred that as n -> » , r (n) is an approximation to the line
X/
integral (3.12). note that we have assumed that |R(b)| < co and the above 
discussion does^apply if this is not the case. This section will be 
extended and illustrated in Example IV.3.
• * - * - * * *
§ 4. Approxim ation to  rn  when R - 1 .
So f a r  we have assumed th a t  R >  1 . In  t h i s  s e c tio n , we d iscu ss  very- 
b r i e f  ly  th e  a p p l ic a b i l i ty  of th e  sad d le p o in t methods when R = 1, in  which case 
z = R cannot be a pole s in ce  F ( l )  = 1 . I t  w i l l  in  g e n e ra l not be p o ss ib le  to  
con tinue  R(z) as a meromorphic fu n c tio n  o u ts id e  th e  u n i t  c i r c le  a lthough  such 
a c o n tin u a tio n  may be p o ss ib le  in  th e  h a lf -p la n e  Re z < 1 -e . I t  seems th a t  
only when th i s  i s  the  case w i l l  th e  sad d lep o in t method be o f u se . Even th en , 
i t  i s  ex trem ely  d i f f i c u l t  to  lo c a te  th e  sad d lep o in t of th e  in te g ra n d  of th e  
in te g r a l
r n * ^n+1 dz = "d ri ' exp C(n+1)[ (n+ l ) ’ 1liOgR(z) -  Log z ] ]
z  ' g  dz
w hereyf i s  a  c i r c u la r  con tour about th e  o r ig in  o f ra d iu s  le s s  than  u n i ty .  
For in s ta n c e , i f  F (z) i s  o f th e  form
F (z ) Z f  .z
J = 1 J
Ü m < co (4.D
w ith  .Z., j  vf . <oo b u t cements h ig h e r th an  k do no t e x i s t ,  i t  w i l l  ndrt be a t  
. 1* -i- .1
a l l  sim ple to  f in d  an ex p re ss io n  f o r  th e  a p p ro p r ia te  sadd le  p o in t fwhich, 
i n t u i t i v e ly ,  must l i e  on ( 0 , l ) .
Hence, i t  appears th a t  th e  sad d le p o in t techn ique  i s  not a t  a l l  
appea ling  in  such cc>.ces.
33 .
If the saddle point z = z (n) = ZQ can he found such that
0 < z (n) < 1 and z (n) 1 as n -* co
o o ,
then the saddlepoint approximation r.(n) to r is seen to be-L n
'i(n) = ! = -  (
z2 fi2(z )o ' o
1
2
z [^r''(z )r(zJ  - b,2(z )J 4<ri)R2(zJ ' d +1
R(z0}
O O O O
(4.2)
As in § 3(üi)^ r^(n) may be regarded, as n + » , as an approximation 
to the line integral
n 1+ioo
rM
1-ico z
Since z (n) ■* 1 as n •> a>, we must have Log z (n) = An Q:, cc > 1. o o 7
We have not been able to find the value of a . However, it may be conject­
ured that cfcsm-1 if moments up to order m of the recurrence time distribution
{ i • j j = 1; 2, • • •
J
} exist.
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CHAPTER I I I
APPROXIMATIONS IN RENEWAL PROCESSES 
§ 4* In tro d u c tio n .
In  t h i s  c h ap te r , th e  continuous analogue o f th e  re c u rre n t 
p ro cesses  o f th e  l a s t  c h ap te r  i s  d isc u sse d . Let { X j ,  j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  
be a  sequence o f independent non-nega tive  random v a r ia b le s .  I f  a l l  th e  
random v a r ia b le s  a re  independent id e n t ic a l l y  d is t r ib u te d  ( i . i . d . )  as  the  
non-nega tive  random v a r ia b le  X whose d is t r ib u t io n  fu n c tio n  i s  F (x ) , the  
p ro cess  {X., j  = 1, 2, »«,<>} i s  c a l le d  an o rd in a ry  renew al p ro c e ss . I t  
w i l l  be assumed th a t  F(0+) = 0 and F(<»-) = 1 . I f  X^ has d . f .  F ^ ( x )  and 
i s  independent o f th e  i . i . d «  random v a r ia b le s  X^, . . .  the  p ro cess  i s  o f te n  
c a l le d  a  delayed  renew al p ro c e ss . The case when F (x ) has bo th  p o s i t iv e  
and n eg a tiv e  su p ports  i s  c a l le d  an extended renew al p ro cess  and w i l l  
n o t be d e a lt  w ith  h e re . D e ta ils  o f t h i s  may be found in  the  re c e n t 
book of K eilson  [ 17], in  p a r t i c u la r ,  §j§V10 and 11, pages 137-144.
Throughout t h i s  c h ap te r , F (x) i s  understood  to  be a b s o lu te ly  continuous 
so th a t  f ( x )  = F ' ( x )  e x i s t s .
Suppose {S^}, n = 0, 1, 2, . . .  i s  a sequence o f p a r t i a l
sums d e fin ed  by S = 0, S = X-, + X0 + . . . .  + X , n > 0 . Let
N = sup { n | s  < x}, t h a t  i s ,  N i s  th e  number o f renew als in  th e  x ^ n 1 x
in te r v a l  (0,x] » I t  c o n s t i tu te s  an in te g e r-v a lu e d  coun ting  p ro c e ss .
The d i s t r ib u t io n s  and asym pto tic  b eh av iou r of th e  moments o f N have been 
e x te n s iv e ly  d iscu ssed  in  th e  l i t e r a t u r e  [27] < A b r i e f  review  o f th e
b a s ic  r e s u l t s  fo llo w ? .
Let the n-fold convolution of F^(x) = F(x) be denoted by 
F (x). Let ty*(s), s = a + i0, be the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a 
positively supported function \j/(x) and ty°(s) its corresponding Laplace 
transform (if it exists),, Since Xy j = 1, 2, ... are i.i.d. F^(x) 
the def 3 of S^ has Laplace -Stielt jes transform {F**(s)}n . Using 
Feller’s relation
1 TYF << APr i N < n S = Pr i S > x-si J V. Il x J
we readily have
Pr{llx = nj = Fn (x) - Fn+1(x)
and hence the renewal function defined by
H(x ) = EN x (l.i)
is given by
CO
H(x ) = S F (x) . (1.2)
n=l n -
Cn taking Ijaplace-Stieltjes transform on both sides with respect to x, 
we get
H*(s) = F(s)1-F*(sT (1-3)
with s = a + i0. After rearranging terms, it is easily seen that H(x) 
is the solution of the Volterra Integral Equation of the second kind,
rx
H(x) = F(x ) + H(x-u) dF(u ) &.*)
Since P(x) ie absolutely continuous, so also is T. (x) an<* its < erivative
h(x) H'(x) (1.5)
is called the renewal density. Thus
r xh(x) f(x) + h(x-u)f (u)du 
o
(1.6)
Taking Laplace transform on both sides and rearranging terms, we get
(1.7)
By the relation between the Laplace transform of a function and that of its 
integral, we find that
order, i.e., its Laplace transform is analytic in the half-plane Re s > - ß, 
where ß > 0. In this case, we say X has an analytic characteristic function. 
It appears that the saddlepoint method is in general not applicable when X 
has a non-analytic characteristic function.
For complete bibliography of works prior to 19^1 and 1$55 on 
renewal theory, the papers of Feller [11] and Smith [27] respectively may be
(1.8)
We shall discuss mainly the case for which f(x) is of exponential
cited.
§ 2. Approximation to the Error Term, R(x)
Many of the asymptotic results for renewal processes are due to 
Smith [27] and Feller*. The fundamental theorem is Smith’s Key Renewal 
Theorem, which states that if q(u) is an integrable function of bounded 
variation on [0,oo) and \± £  00 , then
CO
x1^  00 / q(x-u)dH(u) = ~ f q.(u) du (2.1)
0 '0
Feller's result is more general in that q(u) is supposed to be directly 
integrable. By letting q(u) I h ^ for 0 < u g h, and zero otherwise, we 
obtain the well-known Blackwell’s Renewal Theorem, viz.,
37.
Lim H(x+h) - H(x) - 1
x -> 00 h
If p' < 00 and
x
q(u) = 1 - -  / {1 - F (t)) dt
r *  v..
0
then we have
Lim
x 00
Inverting H (s), have
(2.2)
(2.3)
H(x) = 12iri ra+iooJ !XH°(s) ds
a-ioo
(2.4)
where a is a real positive number.
x f a2 \It is easy to see that Pi(x) = “ + Is the residue of
the integrand of (2.4) at the origin'. We now state (without proof) the 
following lemma, which is due to Leadbetter [20] :
* Feller,W: (1966) - Vol. II of [12], Chapter XI.
Lemma 2.1.
Let s— ß (ß > 0) be the abscissa convergence of f°(s), If
f(x)eCX e Ll (0>°°) and if 0 ^ cq < ß, then the characteristic equation 
f°(s) = 1 has only a finite number of roots in the plane Re s > -c^, and the 
only root in Re s > 0 is that at s = 0.
Gioosing c so that all the roots of the characteristic equation, 
except that at the origin, lie to the left of the line Re s = -c, and in­
tegrating (cTTi) (s) e°x around the closed rectangular contour defined by
|lm s I = R, Re s = a and Re s = -c, Leadbetterfs lemma may be employed to 
show that as R -> »,
H(x) x + C4 .1 
%
R(x) (2.5)
where R(x) -*■ 0 as x -*■ eo and is given by
-C+ioa
" ari, ^ SX „0, v e H (s) ds (2.6)
-C-ico
Our intention is to use the saddlepoint methods to get approximations 
to the error term, R(x), under certain analytic conditions on H°(s). It may be 
mentioned at the outset that the following discussions will be almost in 
the same lines as those in the previous chapter.
(A) H°(s ) possesses non-zero poles.
Let , k = 1,2,... be the non-zero poles, of order a^, of E°(s).
o • ^Since H (s) = H (s), these poles must occur in conjugate pairs. Let
39.
(2 .7 )üij,(s;x) = s -  x"1 a  {Log(a-sk ) + L ogfs-s^)}  
k » 1 , 2 , . . . .  Let us w r i te ,  f o r  k = 1 , 2 , . . .
-C+ioo
B W  { ( s - Sk)( s -S k )}a k H0 ( s ) e ^ > ' X) ds (2 .8 )
-c-ico
which i s  o f course e q u iv a le n t to  ( 2 .6 ) .  The sad d le p o in ts  o f cü^ ( s ; x ) a re  the  
s o lu tio n s  o f the  eq u a tio n
+ + ( sk\  + a j X ^ t S j + s ^ }  = 0 (2 .9)
o —oDenoting th e  ro o ts  by b and s^ , we have
o - 1 2  -2 /  -  v-1 A/ -3x )
s k = s k + V + a kx (sk - sk } + 0(x > )
) (2.10)
sk = sk + V -  a kx (V sk} + ^  > )
O bviously, R e (s° -sk ) = R e (s° -s^ ) >  0, Im (s°-S j,) < 0 and Im (s°-s^ ) >  0 . Thus 
I s ° | < I s k | • By ta k in g  each value o f k in  tu rn ,  we have 
Lemma 2 .2 .
F or each d i s t i n c t  po le  s^ _ (k = 1 , 2 , . . . )  o f H °(s) in  th e  p lane 
He s < 0 , th e re  i s  a s s o c ia te d  one and only  one sad d le p o in t s°  (k = 1 , 2 , . . . )  
o f th e  fu n c tio n
W (s;x) = s + x Log H °(s) . (2 .11)
Moreover, a s  x -> <*> , s ° -> s^ , k = 1 , 2 , . . . .
Let (^ "01 + i ö i ^ ,  si k f  ^  38 1^2, . . . , p  ( l  = P ^ oo), where
ko.
ai > c , 0 t 0!^ < 9xp <•... <6 1 , denote 2p simple poles of H (s) on the
line Re s = -cti. such that H°(s) has no non-zero poles to the right of this line 
line. Associated with these poles are the 2p saddlepoints s£ (=-cri+i0i1. ) >
-o oSik > k = 1,2,..., where a i ^ c, 0 g 0Xl < 0x2 < ... < elp<
o -osxk and slk have arguments respectively
\  =
v'= Arg(s-I°k) = ± ITT - I Arg ( ") j
\
bs.
V °
bs
The axes of
/ o / d20J. (s£ jx) \ \Arg(s-si ) = ± iIT - Arg ( -----s--- J 1
(2.12)
d%„(sx\jx) d2ov (sx?;x) p
However} since -- »■ ■ y  ‘ ---  « x ,we may replace the axes
ds ds
o -ooi slk and slk by the vertical lines Lx and L2 respectively. In order to 
conform with the orientation of the original lineof integration, , ve must 
have = v' = i^r• We consider the following two cases:
(i) ax < ß • In this case, irrespective of whether the point s= -ß is 
a pole or a branch point of f°(s), the singularities of H°(s) with the largest
real part (i.e. slv and sx , k =1,2,...) are poles, We may now deform't toK Ic
the line L = Lx+L2 which runs from -ox-i«» to -ax+i°°> 80 that
-oi+ioo
R(x) = — * f e"X H°(s) ds = ' + ^ J' H°(s) ds
-Ox “i°° Lx L2
il.
j l S  l (27Ti \ kSl \ .
f  ■ \  sx „o
+  ' +  ' V
^i(sx^) k2 (sx^) •' l>i
TT0 / s , e H (s) ds
(2.13)
where Lx(sii ) are small segments of Lj. about the saddlepoints sj , k = 1,2, ...,p K K
La(sik) " 11 11 T 11 11Up >0S1k'
L{ - la " Li(siv) = L2 - L2(sJ^)
Proceeding as in § II.2, it may be show, that the integrals over Li 
1-5eand. L2 are of the order o(x J ), 4-< e < \  , and that the saddlepoint approxima
tion to R(x) contributed by Sr, and sj. are respectivelyk k
W x> ■ j= (* (2.14a)
ÖB
R;o (*)---L . f  x 5 y.(sH£?l  2h°(I° ) ex®lk (2.14b)
Hence, the saddlepoint approximation R :(x), contributed by Saddlepoints on the
a l
line Re s = - 0 °, to R(x) is given by
R (x) .« i£i (Rsf ^0 + Rs£,/X^K
(2 .1 5 )
To see what happens when x -> so, we first note that
d <kk(sJk;x)
as2
-1 f  . ( }V. p .  - P .  x  J( 0 \2 (Slk* Clk"Slk
(2.16)
Let T (x) be the  re s id u e  of H °(s )eSX a t  th e  p o les  sx , k * 1 ,2 , 
3 lk k
" T- (x) " "
S lk
M II It ei k> k ss 1 , 2 , • • . ,p ,
" T(x ) be th e  t o t a l  re s id u e  of th e  p o les  on th e  l in e  Re s = -a i  • 
S u b s t i tu t in g  (2 .1 6 ) in to  (2 .1 4 a ), we have
R o (x)
{ 1 + o -*>
s‘ k_8l k
2 -1^ 2
1
• f S w
( s i k- s i k ) H °(s°k) eXS*k
- T (x) , as x to.
V ar' S lk
(2 .17a)
sin ce
o -1 . -2v
S ik = s l k  + X + 0(x )
S im ila r ly , we have
R-p (x) ^  • —  T- (x) , as x -> oo.
°*k n/J jt 1k
In  o th e r  words, we have
Theorem 2 .1 .
As x -> co ,
1
(2.1Tb)
(2 .1 8 )
From t h i s  theroem , one may in f e r  t h a t  th e  sad d le p o in t approxim ation 
^ (x ) i s  in  f a c t  a r a th e r  crn.de approxim ation  to  th e  t o t a l  re s id u e  T(x) o f a l l
th e  p o le s  on the  l in e  Re s = -a i*  I t  i s  f o r  t h i s  reason  th a t  th e  sad d lep o in t 
tech n iq u es  have n o t found fav o u r in  such s i tu a t io n s ,  s in c e , in  p r a c t ic e ,  the
re s id u e  method i s  in  e f f e c t  much more e f f i c i e n t  and le s s  cumbersome.
3^ .
( i i )  o i > 3 and th e  p o in t s = -ß  i s  a  branch p o in t o f f ° ( s ) .
•For s im p lic i ty , we s h a l l  assume th a t  f ° ( s )  has no o th e r  branch p o in ts  
in  th e  n eg a tiv e  h a lf -p la n e .  Thus, th e  f i r s t  non-zero  s in g u la r i ty  of H °(s) i s  a 
branch p o in t a t  s = -ß . Since cri > ß, i t  i s  c le a r  th a t  th e  o r ig in a l  l in e  of 
in te g r a t io n ,  "t, cannot be deformed to  the  l in e  L = L* + L2 , as in  ( i ) .  I n ­
s te a d , we deform t  to  a  new c lo se d  con tour which c o n s is ts  o f th e  l in e s  I* , 
L2, c lo sed  by removing the  branch  p o in t by means o f th e  c u ts  , and
a sm all c i r c u la r  loop , y , c e n tre  s = -ßand ra d iu s  e , as shown in  F ig . I .
Lt
S.%5
- c -k 00 I m  S
/ *>
V
^ __
= 3
y.SrOK
L x.
> Re &
e -  Lw
F ig . I :  Deform ation o f £  to  £*= ln+  ^i--t- y +■£& + L2
Thus, we g e t ,
R(x) = sk{/ *f *J  t■ *f }
La 4  7 4  la
..0/ X sx .H (s )  e as
(2 .19)
kb.
On 7, s = -ß+ee so that
f  H°(s) eSX ds = ic f ex(- ^ £el6) e16 59
7 0 (-ß+ee10) {[f°(-ß+eei0 )]_1.l)
Irrespective of whether f°(-ß) < w or f°(-ß)= », this integral approaches 
zero as e + 0, We are thus left with
R(x) = r^r -f f + f  + f  + ^ "I H°(s)esx ds (2.20)
^  U'Lj. J -fi ' T i
The integrals over Li and L2 are evaluated in exactly the sane way as in (i). 
To evaluate the integrals over and it is necessary to know the 
functional f o m  of H°(s), Note that these latter integrals are more 
inportant than the residues of the non-zero poles and hence their saddle- 
point approximations; for they are the dominant tern in (2.20). It is 
unlikely that one can find a saddlepoint approximations to these integrals, 
since Z^ and Zq are only small portions of the real line and the appro­
priate saddlepoints do not usually fall on them. Therefore, other 
standard methods will be required to evaluate the integrals over Z± and Z%9 
if the evaluation is possible at all. In other words, we are in a worse 
position than in (i) and the saddlepoint approximation is in general not 
applicable.
As in chapter II, the saddlepoint approximations to the residues 
of poles are worse if the poles in question are multiple.
(B) H°(s ) has no non-zero pole.
Here,, s - -fi must be either a branch point or an essential singu­
larity of f°(s) and hence of H°(s). It does not seen that the saddlepoint
methods can, in general, be applied.
V3.
F or, suppose th a t  W (s;x) = s + x^^Log H °(s) has a sad d lep o in t s = s Q(n) = 
sq on th e  segment ( -ß ,0 )  such th a t  sQ(n) -*■ -ß as x •* « . Since W (s;x) and 
a l l  i t s  d e r iv a t iv e s  w ith  re sp e c t to  s a re  r e a l  fo r  r e a l  s , i t  i s  necessa ry  
t h a t  we have
( s i x )
------ §---  > 0 (2 .2 1 )
ßs^
so th a t  the  argument of s^ i s  -J-7T-. Only when (2 .21) holds can we deform
th e  contour of in te g ra t io n ,  'L, to  th e  a x i s , '£3 ., which i s  th e  v e r t i c a l  l in e
th rough s , and o b ta in  th e  sad d le p o in t approxim ation R (x) to  R(x) con- 
o P
t r i b u te  d by s : o
Ro(*) I f .
75F i
2 JL
ß W(s ;x )  ^ 2
--------§—  \ H °(so ) eXS° (2 .22)
o sxAs x -*■ 0 0  , fi0 (x) w i l l  th en  be th e  approxim ation  to  the  in te g r a l  of H (s )e ^ J
,;v
over th e  l in e  (-ß-ico, -ß + i» ) .
However, in  many c a se s , (2 .21 ) i s  no t t r u e .  For example, l e t  us 
take  th e  sim ple case fo r  which f ° ( s )  = ( l+ s )  2  and H °(s) = { ( l+ s ) 2 +l}s
I t  may be seen th a t  fo r  - ß < s < 0,
■ fo.(sa0 < 0
ßs^
so th a t  th e  argument of th e  sa d d le p o in t on ( -1 ,0 )  i s  0 o r + tt. C lea rly , the  
contour ' t  cannot be deformed to  th e  new con tou r which co in cid e  w ith  the  
r e a l  a x is !  Hence, the  sa d d le p o in t methods a re  no t a p p lic a b le  in  such a
s i tu a t io n .
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(C) Hie case o f n o n -an a ly tic  c h a r a c te r i s t i c  f i a c t io n .
I f  th e  assum ption ox’ Leac .be tter*  s lemma, i s  dropped ana X nee a  not 
have a n ih n a ly tic  ch . f n . ,  one cannot expect H(x) to  approach P i(x )  e x p o n en tia lly  
as x -> oo. In  t h i s  c a se , th e  behav iour of H °(s) w i l l  no t be easy  to  d e te r ­
m ine. A ll  th a t  can be seen from th e  form ula* f o r  H °(s) i s  th a t  i t  has a  p o le -38' 
l ik e  s in g u la r i ty  a t  th e  o r ig in .  Moreover, H °(s) can have an i n f i n i t e  number 
of s in g u la r i t i e s  on th e  im aginary  a x is ,  which w i l l  give r i s e  to  a  l o t  of 
te c h n ic a l  d i f f i c u l t i e s .  In  th i s  case , i t  seems th a t  the  sa& dlepoint methods 
can seldom be employed.
* * * * * * *
bl.
§ 3. Approximation to the Error Term, r(x).
The renewal density, h(x), is the continuous analogue of u^ in that 
h(x)dx is the probability of a renewal in the time interval (x,x+dx). While 
the renewal function H(x) may be regarded as an unbounded measure, i.e.,
x
dH(u) CO as X 00 ,
o
h(x) may either be strictly monotone or oscillate about its limit, j.i which
is the residue of the inverse Laplace transform of h°(s) at s = 0 . For 
x > 0, and f(x) satisfying Leadbetter's Lemma, we have
-C+ico
r(x) s h(x) - [i 1 f' eSXli°(s) ds (3.1)
-C-ico
where c is chosen as in § 2. Thus, we have
-cx p
|r(x)| < §—  J |f°(c+ie)|d0 (3.2)
where 5 = inf | 1 -f°(a+i0) | for - <» < a < «. Thus, a sufficient 
0
condition condition for the boundedness of h(x) is that f°(s) € I* (-<»,«>). 
Sufficient conditions for h(x) -> p. ^ are that lim f (x) = 0 and
X->oo
f(x) e 0 < Ci < 1. Necessary'’ and sufficient conditions are given by
Smith: "On Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for The Convergence of the
Renewal Density", Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 1962, 10b , 79 - 100.
Since h°(s) c sH°(s), it is seen that the results for H(x) 
can be easily modified to suit the present case.
CEAPTER IV
SOME WORKED EXAMPLES
Before considering the simple examples which illustrate the methods 
of the last two chapters, it will be appropriate at this juncture to quote 
soLie Known results.
Under the conditions of lemma III.2.1
f(x) g A exp(-ßx) (l)
for some A > 0, ß > 0, Leadbetter [20] showed that
(a) |r (x )| ^ I*
-cx
d{c(8-c ))2
where c and 5 are chosen as in § III.2, and
(2)
• CX r
(b) |r(x)| ^ - -  I |f°(-c+ie)|d0 < co ^
In Leadbetter’s formulae, the tain difficulties are in the computations of 
the numbers c and f , while ß is theabscissa of convergence of f°(s).
In his study of the renewal density for skew failure tine density 
function, Bartholomew [l] employed the well-known relation of the theory of 
integral equation
xr
G(x) + h(x-y)G(y)dy = 1 ; G(x) = 1 - F(x)
o
in equation (ill.1.6) so that
x
/ h (x-y)f (y) dy
h(x) = F (x) -2--------------- + f(x)
j!\.
S0 h(x-y)G(y) dy
(4)
(5)
49.
Replacing the ratio of the weighted integrals on the right by the ratio
X X
I Q f(y) dy / f o G(y) dy
he obtained the following approximation for h(x):
Qh(x) = f(x) + F2(x) / fQ G(y) dy (6)
Similarly, for the discrete case, he obtained the approximation for u thus:
r n '1 1
i—iiÖ
OJ
u = f + < .Z-. f . }o n  n [_ S=1 J J- / .Zt q. ,j=l u j-l (7)
where the q., j = 1,2,... are the tail probabilities of the recurrence time
distribution (f., j = 1,2,...}. 
J
In (6) and (?), it should be noted that
lin
X*co
Fg (x)
/ZG(y)dy
lin 
n vco
n-1
•Z-, f. 0=1 J
n^l
j£i qo-i
1
M-
(8)
x/here p is the nec.n recurrence tine of the renewal process (in the continuous 
case) or the recurrent event process (in the discrete case). Bartholomew also 
proved that if the hazard function A(x) = f(x)/G(x) satisfied either (i) 
V ( x )  ^ 0 or (ii) V  (x)  ^[7\(x) - A(0))2 for 0 g x ^ x q then oh(x) 
is an upper bound of h(x). Similar result holds for the discrete case.
As early as 1941 Feller [10] showed that, under certain conditions, 
h(x) could be expressed in the form
h(x) = Z R. e skx (9)
o . .are the roots of the characteristic equation, f (s) = 1,where s , k = 1,2,...K
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and R^eXSk the residue at the poles s of the inverse Laplace transform of 
h°(s). Generally, it is not possible to extract all the roots of the ch.eqn.
It is then usually sufficient to consider the sum of the residue at the origin 
s = 0, and the contribution(s) by the singularity (or singularities) with the 
largest real part. We have already seen that the saddlepoint method is 
merely an inefficient way of approximating this method.
Results of Barlow and Prochan are discussed briefly in Leadbetter’s 
paper. Gel'fond*s result has already been mentioned in chapter II. For 
other references, see Smith [ 27' ] and Bartholomew [1] .
In example 1, our aim is to indicate that the factorization 
indicated in chapters II and III achtes the same conclusion (in a way, more 
obviously) that the saddlepoint method is, in general,an inefficient 
method of approximating to the residues of poles of integrands of the integrals 
under consideration. Example 2 serves to illustrate the point made after 
equation (ill.2.20). Example 5 is meant, to discuss an explicit case of the 
§ II.3(ii)(h). It supplements the non rigorous discussion given there.
As far as is possible, we shall adopt the same notations as those in 
chapters II and III.
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Example 1. Renewal Function with failure tine density function
, 0 < p 25 1f(x) = p C q x P ^ e  pX (P-I)i
where p is an integer. The Laplace transform of f(x) is
f°(s) p+£
and so
H°(s)
s{ (s+p)P - PP}
(10)
(11)
(12)
For discussion purposes we shall take p = 4, but the conclusion is repre- 
centativefor all integral values of p. Thus, we have
H°(s)
s2 (s+2p)(s2+2ps+2p2 )
(12')
How, fron (III.2.11),
"1 5 2 2 5W(s;x) = s -2x Log s - x Log(s'+4ps +6p s+4p^)
whose saddlepoints are the solutions of the equation
2
(13)
c)W(g;x)
ds 1 -
2 2 3s +8ps+6p
s x  x(s*+4pe%-6p s+4pJ )
It nay be seen that for sufficiently large x, eqn.(l4) has a real positive 
root which 0 as x -*• co ; a real negative root which -> -2p as x J- » ; and 
a pair of conjugate complex roots which -> ~p+ip as x -> w. Moreover, these 
roots approach the corresponding poles of K°(s) at the sane rate as x
approaches 0 as x -> «>.
5 2 .
Let us now denote the  non-zero  p o les o f H °(s) by sx = -p+ ip , 
si  = -p - ip  and s2 = -2p , Then, f a c to r iz in g  as in  ( i l l . 2 .7 ) ,  th e  a s so c ia te d  
sad d le p o in ts  a re  [from  ( i l l . 2 .1 0 ) ] :
Si = sx+x 1+o(x2 ) , Si = Si+x 1+0(x£_) , s |  = ss+x”1 .
Thus, from ( i l l .2 .1 4 a )  and ( l l l . 2 . l 4 b )  and ( l l l . l 6 ) ,  we have
Rs£ (x ) 1
■n/27T
f , (  fllfi'N 1
L si " si  ' J
2 -1  2 oX S i
"21
Si ( si + 2 p ) ( s i + p - i p )
and
_______ 2 \ 1_________  _ e (res id u e  o f e "XH °(s) a t  s1 )
\^hr (Sl+2 p ) ( sx+p - i p )
(15a)
R -o Wsi ■TaF i 1 +
- O  -  .sl~ £l
S l - S ^  J
-o
X S i
£i  (£i+ 2 p ) (s i°+ p + ip )
n/ 27T s i 2 ( s i + 2 p ) ( i i + p + i p )  
But, i t  i s  e a s i ly  seen th a t
(res id u e  o f e SXH °(s) a t  S i ) 
ro-n- vV 27T
(151)
h  , (  Y l  _ ./  1 (  x ”1+o(x2 ) N\ 1
1 V s £ -s i  /  J 1  + V -2i + l/x + 0 (x ^)y  j  ~ 1 j
and hence,
B-? (x) = Rso (x )
Thus, the  sad d le p o in t approxim ation, R (x ), c o n tr ib u te d  by th e  sad d lep o in ts
Pi
on the  l in e  Re s = -p i = - p+x i s  g iven  by
M.
R (x) Pi R o(x) + R-o(x) si si 2Re{RQo (x)}
Re{(residue of eSXH (s) at Si)}-TaiF ”  ■ "  —
where Re{...} means the real part of the complex quantity within the curly 
brackets. It is quite obvious that the saddlepoint approximation is much 
more tedious to calculate than the exact value - the total residue at sx 
and si.
Example 2. Renewal Function with Failure time density function
f(x) = x3'1 e'x/ r(3/2).
The Laplace transform of f(x) is
f°(s) = (l+s)~^2
whence s = -ß = -1 is the branch point of f°(s) and of
H°(s) 372 (i+sd/2+is2(e2+3s+3)
(IT)
(IS)
(19)s{(l+G Y  -1}
The non-zero poles of H°(s) are
si = -3/2 + 1/3/2 and si -3/2 - 
The contour of integration indicated in (ill.2.6) is now deformed to that 
shown in figure (ill.l), giving rise to the integral (ill.2.19) and thence 
(ill.2.20). On 'Lj. and ^  the phases of s are tt and -7r respectively, so 
that s+l=-u, u real,
(s+1)3/2= -iu3/2 on 4  and ^ on ^ 2. •
Hence, denoting the saddlepoint approximation to the sura of the
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residue of and sx ♦by R^ (x) , we have
-l
R(x)
1
2iri
T •p'—Ä
4 -u-xu
f  .1
0 1
|Ov•H1
1
W -1 du + R ai M
-u r-X
-1
3/2 -XUu' e_____
(l+u)(l+u^) + R01(x)- (20)
Clearly, the value of the integral on the right is more significant to 
R(x ) than R (x). Unfortunately, it does not seem easy to evaD-uate this
s'*-/ Ol
integral. This appears to be the general situation. Hence, again, it 
is much more advisable not to employ the saddlepoint method in such cases.
* That is, in the notation of § 
by the saddlepoints on the line Re
III.2, Rai(x) is
•V-X
S = - O'! = -3/2
the total contribution
-1+ x .
Example 3» The Probability of no-waiting in an m /m /1 Queue.
55.
Consider- a one server-queue with Poison input and exponential 
service tine, the queue discipline being "first cone first served”.
Let the waiting tine of the n arriving customer in the queue be W . 
Clearly, the tine of the server consists of idle periods and busy periods. 
By a busy period is neant the tine interval between the arrival of a cus­
tomer who does not have to wait for service (empty queue) and the first 
subsequent instant when the queue is empty again. Let f^ = Pr{N = n] be 
the probability that a busy period consists of N = n customers. An idle 
period is the tine interval between the end of a busy perion and the com­
mencement of the next. Let £ be the event that a customer who arrives to 
find the queue empty. Then
u^ = Pr {£ occurs for the n^ *1 customer) = Pr{W^ = 0 } , u q = 1
and
f — Pr{6 occurs for the first time with the n ^  arriving customer) , fQ 
see Heathcote [15]« Thus £ is a recurrent event with recurrent time dis­
tribution {f , n = 1,2,...) and n
u = u fn o=l n n-o
For the m /k /1 queue, we have (Takacs [50], page 29), 
F(z) Z-, f z n=l n i+2.2p 1  - i - bp .1(i+p)2 ZJ
(21)
(22)
where p is the traffic intensity of the queue defined by the ratio
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Mean se rv ice  t in e  o f a cu sto n e rp _ --------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mean i n t e r - a r r i v a l  t in e  between custom ers 
The queue i s  s a id  to  be e rgod ic  i f  p < 1 and d iv e rg en t i f  p > 1. We s h a l l
n o t c o n sid e r the  case when the  queue i s  d iv e rg e n t, H eathcote [1 5 ].
2The rad iu s  o f convergence o f F (z )  i s  R = (l+ p) /(¥ > ) > 1 f o r
p 4  1 and so
u ~ ( l - p ) + r
(23)
where r n 0 e x p o n e n tia lly  f a s t  and th e  mean recu rren ce  tim e i s  \± =  ( l - p )  
Since R ■* 1 as p -> 1, t h i s  r a te  o f convergence decreases as p in c re a se  
how,
U(z) = 2 u zn = {1 -  F ( z ) } '1n=o n
-1
a  { ( l - p )  + (l+ p ) / 1  -  M-2-  {  /  (1 -z )
*■ -! ( l+ p )“ -1
and
j -----
R(z) = /  1 -1-p l - p  V
-1
k  z
Q*oT
T here fo re ,
r l o  ¥
¥  lo ( - 1 ) j  (!) R'j- ¥
(24)
(25)
- i k  .2„ ^ . ( -1 )J ( 2 l R"J2 j=n+ l \ J /
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(-1  f  ( j j )  H -(rl+l) + o(fin+2) = ^  ( - l ) n ( f )  R -(n+ l) + o(Rn+2)
(26)
1+P
1 R '(n+1) + o(Rn+2)
s/im
We can o b ta in  a s im ila r  r e s u l t  by th e  sad d lep o in t method d iscu ssed  in  
§ 1 1 .3 (b ) . This example i s  meant to  supplem ent th e  d iscu ss io n  th e r e .  Wow, 
eq u a tio n  ( I I . 3 .7 ) i s  
R'M - 2i{(i-p)/ 1-1 + C1 - D} n+lz
•Elis nay be w r i t te n  in  th e  form
~2 . _
= z/ k )
+ bZ + C = 0
where Z
(27a)
(27b)
R[1 + A C n + l f V  = R2 [2 + (n + l)* 1] 2 p /  (l+ p )2
a f e )  - R{ f e )  *b - K 1+ ^ > ) 2 + - a~ / X
Ihe ro o t on ( l ,R )  i s
i lc u la t in g ,  we have
given by 
Z Zo
° “ IT
-b + \Fb2 -ke.c
2a (28)
i x c l  W C i l c t V C
4 2 2
b2 -4ac -  R2 f ± = _ 0  /  1 + a f ^ )  - i -  + T— ^  J L - , »  TD te c  -  K la  +p ^  ^ J- + 2 n+1 + -££^1)2 j
O O
s / i2 -ltac = R ( J g )  {  1 + ( £ J )  ££7x + )  T57TF '  K ' ^ p )  ' I
(2a)*1 = —  ( l  + „ v - v i  ^  = 4 r l l -2 (n+ l) )  = 2R \
1 3 1 1
n+l + J (n+l Y  + r
56.
-D+^-ilac - 2r { i + ^  + i[l - + --}
So, substituting into (28), we get
z = RZ = R o o 1 - (n+l)^ +
From (ll*3•9)  ^ we find after some calculation,
o(n5) 1 (29)
j(zo>
l+p 1 r(i-z /r ) 2 1 +p 1 *]
l-p 2R {---£---- + 1- p R /
1-
JL2 iip.1-P 1- ZJLlR /(
n+l
2
1+P 1 /. 0 l+p 1
, 1 In . 1+P 1 S-k(n+l)J r + l-p n+lj
n+l
2 (50)
and.
1+P (n+l)3 , ,
1 + 0 (n+l) 1
R(z )z'(n+l) 2po o jj*(n+l) f + o(n+l) I  
D L1-P
Hence, substituting (JO) and (31) into (II.3.IO), we obtain
(51)
rl = -P=(t£) (n+l)'^2 ^  g-(n+i) [1+o(n+l)}
n/27t \M ‘py l-p
(l+p) R'(n+1) |l+°(ml)| (n+l)'^2
59
Thus, as n ■> M, we see that
rn
which agrees with (II.3.5)«
(33)
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CHAPTER V
SALDLEPOINT EXPANSIONS IN LOCAL LIMIT PROBLEMS
§ • Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the study of the asymptotic
behaviour of the density functions of the partial sums
(1.1)
A^ are some suitably chosen constants. In general, the existence of the
variables | , k =1, 2, ••• are taken to be infinitesimal, that is, for
e>0, we have
. sup Pr{ | £ I > e) = sup / dF (x) 0
Iß k ^n nk l^k^nj x|>e
as n oo. The distribution functions (d.f.’s) of the summands g will be 
denoted by F (x) and its n-fold convolution by F^fx). The corresponding 
characteristic functions (ch.fn.’s) are written as f (t) and fn(t). The 
integral limit theorems of
has been comprehensively expounded by Gnedenko and Kolmogorovfl4]. How­
ever, the results for the limit behaviour of the corresponding density 
functions - the so-called local limit theorem - were not so well-developed 
until the last decade (mainly in the second half). This is due to the 
fact that while asymptotic froms of the limit theorems of the density hold
means and variances of the £ , is assumed. Unless otherwise stated, thenk 3
= Prf?n S x) (1.2)
* This book will be referred to as G.K. from now on
equally true for the d.f., the converse need not 'be the case.
Under the very strong assumption that the first five 
moments of | , k =1, 2, ... exist and are finite, Khintchine [19]
suceeded in getting one of the first known local limit theorems. In this 
work he introduced the concept of conjugate probability distributions 
(see Keilson [1,']). It has been observed by Daniels [9] that the method 
using conjugate distributions is more general than the saddlepoint method.
In fact, the latter method merely picks out a particular member (the optimum 
one, so to speak) of the family of conjugate distributions according to the 
location of the particular saddlepoint under consideration. This is also 
fully discussed by Keilson [3.7],
According to Smith [26] , Cramer also had given some 
similar results. By requiring 3.ess restrictive assumptions, Smith himself 
was able to formulate some interesting results. Later on, Petrov [23],
[24] applied: the powerful Fourier-Stieltjes integral method (similar to 
that described in Cramers book [7]or GK) and proved several useful local 
limit theorems under slightly more general conditions than those of Smith»
On the assumption that f (t) may be approximated by Taylor series (together 
with Petrov’s own conditions), we shall show in S2 that Petrov's results may 
be obtained more easily by the saddlepoint method. Employing Daniels'tech­
nique, Richter [23] succeeded in deriving some interesting local limit 
theorems for large deviations while Keilson [16] obtained an asymptotic 
expansion for the density of the sums of il(t) independent identically dis­
tributed random variables, where (N(t), thO}is an integer-valued Poisson Process.
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In  ch ap te rs  I I  and I I I ,  we had employed th e  sad d lep o in t techn iques
to  approxim ate in te g r a ls  which a re  o b ta in ed  from L au ren t’ s theorem  o r the
in v e rse  Laplace tran sfo rm . I t  was found th a t  excep t f o r  cases in  which
th e  in te g ra n d s  a re  e n t i r e  fu n c tio n s , the  sad d lep o in t methods were, in
vo r in a p p lic a b le  tJ
g e n e ra l q u ite  i n e f f i c i e n t  I t  was a ls o  remarked in  c h ap te r I I  th a t  i f
th e  in te g ra n d  of the  inverseL ap lace  o r F o u r ie r  tran sfo rm  i s  a  g en e ra tin g
fu n c tio n  o f a convo lu tion  o f independent random v a r ia b le s , th e  method 
was a p p ro p r ia te .
Because of th e  s im p lic i ty  of th e  form of th e  in v e rs io n  form ula
f o r  a d e n s ity  fu n c tio n , the  sad d le p o in t techn ique i s  u s u a lly  a p p lie d  to  the
case when the  l im i t  fu n c tio n  o f the  d . f .  (1 .2 )  as n -> oo i s  a b so lu te ly
method)
co n tin u o u s . To employ the  sadd lepo in t^  i t  i s  a lso  n ecessa ry  to  assume :- 
th a t  th e  ch . f n .  can be con tinued  in to  some reg io n  of th e  complex plane 
which in c lu d es  th e  r e a l  a x is  with'Hthe reg io n  o f a n a ly t i c i t y .  In  th e  
development of th e  in te g r a l  theorem s an e s s e n t i a l  co n d itio n  i s  Cramer’ s 
co n d itio n  (c):
J p  I lim  t (t) I < 1 .
1 1 J oo n -5- oo
The fu lf i lm e n t  o f t h i s  c o n d itio n  im p lies  th a t  th e  l im i t  d . f .  F (x ) * lim  F (x)
n-.-oo n
i s  continuous so th a t  C ram er's c o n d itio n  (C) i s  n o t s u f f ic ie n t  to  ensure the  
e x is ten c e  o f th e  d e n s ity  o f F ^ (x ), no t m a tte r  haw la rg e  n i s  ta k en .
The fo llo w in g  lemma-is fundam ental to  th e  development o f subse­
quent s e c t io n s .  P e tro v  (23) i s  r e f e r r e d  to  f o r  p ro o f .
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Lemma 1.1.
Let sn
and for all n,
.E - I  . oo an n ->* co0=1 no
n
L
0=1
2+o  ^ , 2 £ dsn
and
If for some constant d > 0
i, , *  |f,(t)|ät = o(n‘d 1+«))
Iti > * J J
..“I
for every e (0 < e < (24d) w ) and 0 < 8 ^ 1, then provided that n is 
sufficiently large, the density p^(x) = F^(x) exists.
x * -x- * * * *
Cb.
§ 2. Petrov1a Local Limit Theorems for Large deviation.
Let ... "be a sequence of mutually independent random
2variables with mathematical expectation equal to zero, E|. = a . } d.f. F.(x)J O  J
and characteristic function f , (t), j = 1,2, ... The v^order moments,J
absolute moments and semi-invariants of the £. will be denoted by aJ Vj*
ßvy  7vj respectively. In particular, we have ^ = 7 ^ = 0  and y
2 2 2 2 2a . Let s = Ci + as + ... + on and J ^
n
F (x) = F, (s x)* ...* F (s x) ; f (t) = H f.(t/s ) (2.1)n I n '  n n n . . j nJ=1
be the d.f. and ch. fn. respectively of the standardized random variables
= h  + + *“
j n — 1 j 2 y • • •
(2.2)
Throughout our discussion, it is assumed that s -> *> as n ■> co .  Thus, if in
§ 1, we choose A = 0 and define P , = P, A? , then F , (x) = F. (s x) and n bnk bk n nkN k n
f (t) = f (t/s ).nk k n
Following Cramer’s notation, let
B. -1 “n -Sn ß... J=1 vj
B B0 2 vn 2n
r -1 £n jSxrvj
\ n  = rv n r2n2
)
)
) (2.3)
))
for v * 2. Thus, for v = 2, we have B^n «= Tpn = s^/n > p2n = A 2n= 1*
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When V is a non-integer, we shall define the above quantities, if theyexistp, 
in the same manner.
In this chapter, t will be allowed to assume complex values. To
avoid technical difficulities, we assume that the f .(t) are analytic in a0
horizontal strip |lm t| < C , C > 0.* Futhermore, since ^ n exists for 
some integer v and 0 < 6 ^ 1, we also assume that we can write the partial 
Taylor expansion for the cumrnulant generating function in the form
Kn (t) = Log fn (t) = n j 2 g a  (it)k + (it)V+0 + 0(tV+5)
(2.4)
where |0 ^ 1. In (2.4), the principal values of (it)V_K and of the
logarithm are taken. Note that by analogy with Lagrange’s remainder term for
/ \ V I ' cTaylor’s expansion, the denominator of the coefficient of the term in (it) 
should be r(v+6). However, for convenience, it has been put in the form
(v+6)... (v+l) and compensated by a suitable constant 0 , which depends on ö,V+o
Setting z =it and K*(z) = K (-iz), f*'(z) = f (-iz), the expressionn n 7 n n
(2.4) becomes
n0 . r.
K*(z)n
y. rkn k nfv+o Pv+5,n v+5 „,_V+Ö\n — z + (v^ rrfey2 + 0(2 ] (2.4')
the principal value of zV+° heing understood. K*(z)is easily recognised to be 
the bi-lateral Laplace-StieltJes transform (or, as is more commonly called, 
the moment generating function) of F^(s^x). K*(z) is analytic in the vertical
~See the remarks at the end of this section
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strip -C < Re z < C. 
Theorem 2.1.
Suppose the following conditions are satisfied:
n
(X) Lira b > 0 , I ß „
“  » 2n J"1
Sn^
^ d
for 0 < 6 ^ - 1  and all values of n, where d is a positive constant.
(II) The ch. fn. i’ (t) isanalytic within the strip |lm t| < C,C > 0, 
(ill) For every e > 0,
■ JL |f.(t) I dt = o(n 2 ^ ) )
|t| > e j=1 j
iThen, for all sufficiently large n and x = o(n2 ), the density Pn (x ) =■ F^(x) 
exists and satisfies the inequality
P (x) “ 1 ~ix<:n ---e 2
\l~2jr
•1 cL
where c is a positive constant which depends only on 5 and not on n or x and
n
L _ P2+o.n _ ,j~l Q2+o,n 
n “ 2+o (2.5)
is called Liapounov’s Fraction.
Proof: The existence of the density function p^(x) follows from
lemma 1.1. For values of n sufficiently large, we have the inversion
/ \ S looP^U)__ n r
2iri / exp(n[n K*(z) - v z] )ds
-ioo
(2.6)
6t .
where -1w = n s x n n (2-7)
Note that by condition (i),
,jil y2+G„,i .. ,j=l g2+&, ,j ^ ö. ,
and so -> 0 ac n -> co. The saddle point of the exponent in (2.6) is located
by solving the equation
K*'(z) = wn n (2.8)
For -C <xsn'L < C, K*' (z) may be expanded as a Taylor series about the point 
z = xs \  Thus, we may write (2.8) in the fonji
rll K" (r)K L) , -l,r ----— ?----- (z - xs )r! n w - K**(xs"1) (2.8')n n n *
Since ^"(xs^1) = r2n + 09+3r2+5 n (xs~J’)'' >  0 (Condition (i)) , we may-1x5
invert (2.8*) to get
v - K*' (xs*1) ^ ’’(xs'1) . o
(z-xs-1) = -a----3-^Ä- . _ £ --- ri _ k*,(xs-1)]2 + ...
n ^"(xe“1) ajKj'Cxa1))? n
i.e., the saddlepoint is given by
Z ss O
X
sn
02+d r2+5,o X
1+5
l+o r. 1+8
1 fS+5 p xr
1+6 2+5, fi 6
sn
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_X_
sTn
”2+5
1 + 5
.jSl y2+5,.i JC 
2 4-(1+5) 1 - 0(n
(2.9)
where
5n//n
Thus, the saddlepoint lies on the real axis. Since K*n(zQ) > 0 > the axis of
zq is the vertical line through it. The integral (2.6) becomes, on shifting 
the original line of integration to this axis,
z +ie - o
Pn(x )= -i- s 0 (z ) [ exp{-|K*"(z ) (z-s )c + IK*”' (z ) (z-z )'+nr~ n n o J 2 n ' o ' o + e ' o o + •••Jaz
z -is o
~ -i— s 0 (z ) 
n n ° ‘
z . ioo
r 0 { ... } dz
z “icoo
where
0 (z ) — -i- exp{K*"(z ) - nw z }1 ° >/5F " ~n o n o'
(2.10)
(2.111
The step taken in (2.10) is justified by the application of condition (ill), 
since
z -is z +ico
f ° +/°. ) { - }dzz -ico z +iso o
r
|t| > e n ( t ) l
o(n*i(l+5))
On putting
z = z + iv
0 /{K*"(zo))
and expanding the exponent of the integrand, we obtain
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r °° jl 2 r K*'” (z ) , ^
1 (x) » g (z ) ! e 2 j1 + t  -~  5 + ... In n 0 JSr  ^ l ° (k*"( z )}3 JL n o
dv
gn(zQ) {1 + o(n)} (2.12)
where
Now
/ x s 4) (z )? (z ) n n -o'n o = ... .—
s/K*"(z jo (2.13)
sn , „ r2+B,n_5 3 f  r2+6 «„ .5
r  . '.. . — 1 “ 2 ® 0 4 - K  Z + “ ( öp p, Z j + • • •
n/k*"(z ) 2+6 r0„ 8 v r~ 2+0
1 * 2®2+B A2+S,n -rr-^1 + ofn^6) (2.14)
Notice that, by condition (i),
2^+Z,n = .j=l y2+8jP
n W  sn/n
■J6T
b2 [-/ST]5 = n  n
is uniformly bounded on n. Also, we have
K*(z ) - nw z = K*(z ) - z K*"(z )n' o n o  n o o n o
inr> 2 . n 2+82n o 2+o 2+5,n 0
! + ö2+5 \+5,n i±(x
(l+s) (2+5)
Hence, substituting (2.14) and (2.15) into (2.13), we obtain
(2.15)
TO.
S (z ) = -r- e 2X |l - n ~ -
n 0 Tar
x^+ö \  r / x  Tj
2+5''2+5/A V 2 " (1+6) (2+5)J ! 1 °^n2  ^'J
Thus, we have
pn W  K sn (zo )
(2.16) 
(2.XT)
and. hence
But,
P (x) 1 -kxn —  — — e 2nrrv 2rr
\ 6 2+6 x x
V a r |e2+sl
2+5
(1+5) (2+8)
4 x 2e 2 Ln
(2.19)
l 2-kxe 2 < A , A a positive constant,2 (l+o ) (2+5 ) 
uniformly on x. Thus, choosing
C =  ^I I
J S  2+0
the result of the theorem follows.
If we set 6 = 1, we have 0^ = 1, and from (2.16) and (2,17), we have
P (x) n 1 -k-x
i 2
1 ’ i “IT2 x(l - }x 2) {1 + o(n2))j- (2.20)
It will be shown in the next section that ?w is uniformly bounded on n.
ya
Hence, we can state 
Theorem 2,2.
Let the following conditions be satified:
(I’) Lim B,
n+oo 2n > 0 Lim B-, <oon->oo yn
(II*) The ch. fn. f^(t) is analytic within the strip, |Im t| < C, C > 0,
(ill') For every e > 0,
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f n , ^
JL If . (t)I dt = o(n , ) 
|t| > e J=1 J
Then, for n sufficiently large and x = o(n2 ), the density p^(x) = F^(x) 
exists and satisfies the following inequality:
PnM . _i_ e-
n/stt
_ JLc n o
where is a positive constant independent of n and x.
More generally, we have the following theorem, which indicates 
that the density p^(x) may be expressed as an asymptotic expansion in *f n .
Theorem 2,3.
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied?
d") Limn->-oo > 0 Lim hn < oon->oo
(IIH) The ch. fn. f (t) Is analytic within the strip |lm t] < C, C > 0, 
(ill”) For every e > 0,
hi >
l(t)|
Then, for sufficiently large n, and x - o(n2 ), the density p^(x) exists and
may be expressed by the expansion
2
Pjx) 1 -hx
sfzir
h-2 P (-d>)
V  vn+ %  ± + 
v=l n2V
/ -§-(h-2) vo (n2 )
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where
P (-4) Vnv ' ~  P (-£)ax vnx w dx ^r3v-l,'n^x ^
$(x) = f  e dy , 0(x) = <£■' (x).
v 27T o
and n (x) is a polynomial of degree 3v -1 in x with coefficients
which are dependent on n, hut uniformly bounded on n.
It wrill be seen in the following section that theorems(2.2) and 
(2.3) are, in fact, special cases of theorem (3.1)»
Remarks: The theorems stated above are the large deviation version of the
corresponding theorems due to Petrov. Petrov proved his results under more
assuming
general conditions - without^ that the ch. fn. f^t) is analytic within a 
strip |lm t| < C, C > 0 . We have to impose this extra condition because, 
from (2.9), it is seen that the saddlepoint t = -iz approaches the origin 
as n becomes infinitely large. Thus, if ?n (t) is non-analytic, it may be 
quite difficult to determine the nature of its singularities on the real 
axis of t. For the saddlepoint method to be directly applicable, one 
requires the integrand to be analytic on the real t-axis, or at least at 
the origin,t = 0 . Our main purpose in including the theorems here has 
been to show that under more restrictive conditions, Petrov’s theorems (for 
large deviations) may be more easily derived by the saddlepoint method.
This should be contrasted with the difficulties we encountered in chapters II 
and III, where we concluded that the saddlepoint methods were inefficient, 
under the situations considered there.
* * * * * *
§ 3• Local limit theorem for large deviation
We now turn cur attention to the study of the asymptotic 
behaviour of the d.f.'s of the sums
~ ^nl + + 6nn ' An (5,l)
of mutually independent random variables | ^  k = 1,2, ... , each having
finite variance i; 2 and mean zero, for some suitably chosen constants A^n
As in the previous section, it is usual to standardize £ to a variable with 
mean zero and variance unity; but t’ 3 is no extra difficulty for not doing 
so.
Let the moments, absolute moments and semi-invariants of order 
v of the ink be denoted by aynk , ßynk , 7Vnk respectively. As in § 2, we 
define
n
k=l ^vnk
n
k=l ^ Vnk
for v l  2 . We shall write s2 = a2 + ... +a2n nl nn
The following development closely follows and extends the 
arguments of Richter. In his paper, Richter used Smith's [26] conditions, 
but as our ultimate concern is in deriving the result of theorem 2,3 ; we 
shall adopt Retrcv’s conditions, together with another condition stating that 
fn(t) is an analytic ch. fn. We therefore assume that t can take complex 
values. Consider the following conditions.
(A) For every e > 0 and some (X > 0
KN j5 l i f nk( t ) ldt "
(B) The c h a r a c te r i s t i c  fu n c tio n  f  ( t )  i s  a n a ly t ic  in  some c i r c l e  | t |  < T ,n
T > 0 .
(c) For a l l  n , s^ /n  ^ 6 >  0 •
By lemma ( l« l )  , co n d itio n  (A) en su res th e  ex is ten c e  o f the  
d e n s ity  p (x) = F ' (x) f o r  n s u f f i c i e n t ly  la r g e .  Thus, we have
Pn (x) = g p  ' exp Cnin"1^ ^ )  -  lco t))d t (3.3)
where
5n ( t )  -  Kn k ( t )  "  J l  l o 8  f nk ( t )  = 106  f n ( t )
th e  p r in c ip a l  b ranch  o f th e  logarithm , b e in g  taken  and cd = (x -  A ) /n  . (3-4)
Put z = i t  and s e t  K . (z) = K . (~ iz ) and K (z) = K ( - i z ) ,  we g e tnk nk n n 9
p (x) = 7-rr-2iri
c+ico
e - jo
exp { n(n"^K (z ) -  coz))dz (3.3’ )
where c > 0 . C ondition  (B) im p lie s  t h a t  each Kn^ (z )  i s  a n a ly t ic  in  th e  
c i r c u la r  reg io n  |z |< T  and hence each K ^ (z )  i s  u n ifo rm ly  bounded in  
modulus in  th e  c i r c l e  Izi ^ T < T. T a y lo r1s expansion g ives
’ * l
K" <2) ■ u
(3.5a)
and so
'  1 V. zJK (z) = n z
n k^2
.In (3 .5b)
$ This im p lie s  t h a t  f  ( t )  i s  a n a ly t ic  in  a  h o r iz o n ta l  s t r i p .  See Lukacs [2 2 ] .
A ying Cauchy’s inequality, we have
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\ y jnk l7,r(j)(0) s M(,1-1)I (3.6a)j-l
Jfa
Where M is a positive constant and on the circle |z| = R < T , |K (z)j < M.1- - nk
This inequality holds everywhere on the circumference of the circle |z| = R. 
Also, we have
>VJnl s "n~ J l  *
so that is uniformly hounded on n.
M (.1-1)1
„j-l (3.6b)
For |z| < R, the saddlepoint of the integrand of (3-3') is given
by the equation
j-l
Z V
1
= CD (3-7)
Since V„ = E2 /n 3 6 > 0, Lagrange's inversion formula yields the sol.n
r 3 v 2  y. v3n p 3n- 4n 2n 3 1- - csr + — ----------  co° + .. -f6v52n
,j-l
/
“  d2J <  K*’(z) }1
7 - C
(3.eN
provided that co is small enough to give | z| < R. Since co is real and of the 
order o(x/n), zq is also real. Both co and zq will have the same sign as x.
In the neighbourhood of z , we can rewrite the integral (3.3*) as
P (x)n
z +ie
f' exp Trr'n (z )- coz +n 1 Z -~-r K ^ ( z  )(z-z )V"]-jdz* 1 n o' o vl n o /v o' J ;2iri z - ie o v^2
 ^ (x) zo+ iC0
~ — ~ —  f  e x p jf K  (z ) (z -z  )2+ I  ^ ( z  ) ( z -z  )V|d z  (3 .9 )
\/ 2/r -  zQ-ico L n o  ° v§3 , n  °  °  J
s in c e , by c o n d itio n  (A),
z - ie
76 ' •
z +ico
r ° f 1 r 0 f 11 exrK . . .  > dz + 1 / exi* . . .  fdz“  l J I J2rri ■ z -i«>  ^ J 2iri z + ieo o
-  .A .  f  | f  ( t ) |d t= o ( n “Cy 
2jt j t |> c
In  eqn. (3*9)> we have employed th e  n o ta tio n
1 —<t> (x) = ------  exp {K (z ) -  rroz )n , / g r  " -n o (3 . 10)
how, w r i t in g  f  , (z ) = f  ( - i z ) ,nk
* * H * f
T* ” / \ f  , ( z ) f  T. (Z ) -  { f (Z) ) ;K , (z ) n k ' '  nk n k 'nk ---------------s -----------------------
<fnk ( 2 )}*
and f o r  r e a l  v a lu es  o f z, we have by Cauchy-Schwarz in e q u a l i ty ,
W  W  W
y f x e 2 ^  e'-ZX dPn k (x)l- ? [  x2e zxdFn k (x) ^ e ZXdFn k (x)
^  -CO J  -  00 CO
#11
whence K _ (z ) ^ 0 and hence K (z ) > 0 and r e a l .  In  f a c t ,  n k ' o n o 7
K (z ) n JV  V, z V, z* V zk 1n o =  ^ 2n + 3n o + 4n _o + 5n "o + . . .  r > 0
21 31 J
In v e r tin g  and ta k in g  square ro o t ,  .we g e t, a f t e r  s u b s t i tu t in g  f o r  zq,
- in ------ i  = —  f l  , axX__ , ag X2  , a3 _X3
{K (z )}2 s n '  o n
- r  + i
n^ n " 7 / 2 + ” • /
(3.3-1)
X = (x-A ) /  s n '  nwhere (3 .12)
TT
. i2 M- a2 - ^(5/2 n|n - I-4 J
a3 = -(15/16 n® - 17/24 u [ihn + 1/12 n )3n 4n ^5n
a, Ä A ( P w " >  P'v+2^  ~ some fn* of l13rd V+2,
J > "
(3.13)
Putting z - zq + iy/ ' (zq) and evaluating the integral obtained fror 
eqn. (3*9) "by the method of section 1.2, we get
<»(x)
P„(x) «
K (z )n o
. i f v ) , . . . }
where
r/(v)M O  = O  (^ )/ CJL (z^))•V' O n o (3.15)
Let us now calculate
"ft "ft tK (z ) - n coz = K (z ) - z K (z )n x o o n N o o n '  o'
r V 3V2 - V V, ^1 1  => i 3n 3 O n  2n 4n 4
~n l 2V~ “ " Z W ~  05 + —  oJ.vb --- 05 + """f ^ 2n 24V;
- fx2 + n“ 2 X3 0 (rf 2 X)  ^ n
where 1 P /,n (a -2 x) » JgL. + ( 414n ^3n A X
~ s T  ' T  1 +
(3.1,) 
(3.IT)
converges uniformly for all n such that X - o ( ’n). Also we have
where
bi = \i -1V+l,n 11 Vn
,r . , , X , X2 . X
nVVn 1 1 + bl 7~~ + b2 ---- + bs'I n n
bS -4 ^vn( lJv+l,n ^ Jn ' ^V+2,d
- J I 2 (3.1?)
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b3 - 1/6 t \ ^ 3n % +1,n - nUn % +1,n + 3 Hv+2 nJn + Kv+3>n) 
bm ' E( ^  3n’''' ’ >Vm,n)"Some fn’ of %  ' ^v+n,n
and so
T),«V-Tfei { ‘“ “ r  * * '«TSu v n n n
)
) (5.19)
)
)
(5.20)
where
°V1 =- &1 + % + l , n - i  %
cv 2  - a2 + axbj. + b2 - | - 2 n_H l^ “1 + ii.3n v+1, n vn 1 * v+2,n VnH,d) )
c — a + a t bi + • • • + ajb _ + b Vm - m m-1 m-1 m
(5.21)
whence
§ n4(zo) • lrT|S(zo) " n { v  di + a2 —  + c13 s n ^ v n
X3 1-- + ... [
(5.22)
where
do =l/e “lin ‘ 5/24 >*
2
3n a! l/S^lJV - 5/24c51n 5n J
) )d2 = l / 8 c ^ 4n - 5M ( c|1+ 2cJ2) n|n , ...................
d = some function of (i, . ... ,um 3n m+3, n ^
We now substitute (3.11), (3.16), (3.20) and (3.22) into (3.1*0 to get
(5.83)
p (x) * --- -r1 exp/- -|Xa+ n 2X3 0 (n aX) ] -fl + —  +
n ^are2 L 3 n
1 ,, v > "1 / . X X2 X3 12 (u2X + e ; + ... * j 1 + ax ’ r 4- a2 ■ + a3 7/p **"•••[
n^ ° J L »/jq n n^ ' *
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■where e^ is the coef. of n 2 in the 3rcl term within the braces of eqn.(3.3A). 
Carrying out the multiplication ana collecting terms in powers of n 2 , 
we have
p Mn
-  i'Xs
W n
1 + £ '5V, n « lV 1 Av (3.24)
since
exp -f -r- x3  ^ (n 2X) ]■ = 1 
W n  3
Px X^ 3n
t /n - i r r “- ? - * ' ) - -
2
Tor
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I-1 ^  .1X(; +
+ ••• (3.25)
where r (X) is a polynomial of degree 3V in X, whose coefficients depends 3V> n
on n. In particular,
'5n (X) - axx + 1-1, X = 3n z -i % x (1 - 4 z 2 )
(X) - d + aE X2 + aTX4
" T ^ 3 n  -
(( ---- 2k J
• - { (
5 ^n
2k
|J4n d  j/- -g—  J + w,' u 4n - 5 ^ n2
/ 5 ^!n2k
^ 4n\ 4
/ x
P 2 __3n
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y6 
X !
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Since and V ^  and hence are uniformly bounded on n, it followsVn
that a., b ., c , d j = l , 2, ..., V^ ? 3 are also uniformly bounded on n, bein; J <3 ^ J J
functions depending on p , vr 3. This implies that the coefficients of X^,
j =1,2,... in the polynomials r (X) are uniformly bounded on n. We3v,n
sum up the results in the following
80.
Theorem 3.1
For some suitably chosen constants A , let
I + ... + £ - Anl nn n
be a sequence of consecutive sums of the independent infinitesimal random
variables | ,, k =1.2 nk 7(c) be satisfied. If
, ,..., whose variances are finite. Let conditions (A) -h
x - A
O (f:n)
then the density functions of the £n exist, provided that n is sufficiently
large, and given by
w - -kx2 {foi 2
1 + 2  
V} 1
r (X)3V,nv
I
where r (X) is a polynomial of degree 3V in X, whose coefficients 3v>n
depends on n, but are uniformly bounded on n.
*- *- X  X  *  *  *  *
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§ ^• Relation between the Saddlepoint Expansion and the "Differentiated"
Gram-Charlier Expansion.
In equation if we choose
the standardised random variable
£ = (ln + • • • + £ )/sbn *1 59n ' n
It is readily seen that
)
)
) C^.2)
)
)
then takes
the form
/ v
^vnk _ a'.'k'Sn 3 ßvnk ßvk^Sn 3 ^vnk ^vk^"n
and
s2 = 1 u. = An *vn vn
where *k' avk> ßvk and ?Vk are as defined in g 2. Theorem 3»1
0 and set | !k/sn> ve Set
cr -^ + + (*.u
Theorem 4.1
Let k = 1, 2, ... be mutually independent random variables with
mean zero and variance o, , k = 1, 2, ... and let £ be the standardizedk* n
variable defined by equation (4.1). Suppose the following conditions hold.
(A^) For every 6 > 0 and some OL > 0, let
f n |f,(t)| dt = ofr^) 
- J11>s k=l
(Bx) Let
f (t) =n
be analytic in the circular 
(C^) For all n, let
Then for sufficiently large 
exists and is given by
n
11 fv(t)k=l L
region |t| < T T > 0.
s2/n ^ 5 > 0 n'
n and x = o(/n), the density p^(x) = F^(x)
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P (x) n
1
nTZr
J lx 2, ^ x 1 + z
v £ l
r 3 v .n (x)
5 T " (4 .3 )
where r ,  (x) i s  a polynom ial o f degree 3V in  x, w ith  c o e f f ic ie n ts  which JVy n
depends on n h u t un ifo rm ly  bounded on n . In  p a r t i c u la r ,  from (3*26), we 
have
r J n W  = -  ( l  -  i -x 2 ) x
r 6n(x) -  \ n"3T T" “F ”
- \ n
“IP
2x + - \ n - 4
(4 .4 )
At t h i s  p o in t ,  i t  i s  a p p ro p ria te  to  review  b r i e f l y  some r e la te d  
r e s u l t s  from th e  I n te g r a l  L im it Problem s. Throughout th e  fo llow ing  
d is c u ss io n  th e  normal d . f . w ith  zero mean and u n i t  v a r ia n c e , and i t s  
d e n s ity , w i l l  be denoted by
r  x i 2
$ (x ) = 1 / e 2y dy , <t> (x) = <j)f (x) (4 .5 )
•Jar ' -
Suppose i t  i s  p o ss ib le  to  ex p ress th e  fu n c tio n  F^(x) in  the  form o f th e  s e r ie s
F (x) = $ (x ) + gJh $ < % )  + 54n $ ^ ( x )  + . . .  (4 .6 )
31 T T
This i s  u su a lly  c a lle d  the Gram-Charlier s e r ie s .  By d ir e c t computation 
i t  i s  e a s i ly  seen th at
§ ( v j (x) -  H ( x ) e - ^ 2
'  V ä r V l (  )
(4 .7 )
where
H . (x) =
i  2 d^ 1 2
( - l ) J  e*x e ‘2x (4 .8 )
The sequence of polynom ials (H .(x )} , j  a  p o s i t iv e  in te g e r ,  i s  c a l le d  th e  
Chebychev-Hermite po lynom ials. I t  i s  well-known th a t  th e y  form an 
o rth o g o n a l system  o f po lynom ia ls . This suggests  th a t  th e  c o e f f ic ie n ts
83
may be determ ined by the  r e la t io n
\jn ( - 1 ) J f  Hj (x) d fn (x) (4 .9 )
from which we compute
-1
% n = ’n 2 A3n ’ s 4n n ‘  \ n  ’ S5n = 
-2  -1  2g^n “ n + 10n A, , sind so on
- n - 3 / 2 A )5n )
I (4 .10) 
)
On s u b s t i tu t in g  th e se  q u a n t i t ie s  in to  th e  G ram -C harlier s e r ie s  and 
c o l le c t in g  term s of the  same o rd e r  in  n, we a re  le d  to  the  famous Chebychev’ s 
expansion
F (x) ~ n '  '
~V x)
- >/n
Q2 n (x)
+  •  •  • (4 .11)
where
= 1 /6  ( l - x 2 ) AJn
(4 .12)
A g e n e ra l method of c a lc u la t in g  th e  
fo llo w in g . Expand th e  s e r ie s
1 + Z  f v n § ^ ( x )  =
v^3 v l
polynom ials Q (x) i s  by the
exp
exp
= 1 + £ 
V&1
A fte r  c o l le c t in g  term s of th e  same o rd e r in
Pv (-5 )  n 2V
l v
n2 , where Pv (-$ ) i s  8-
(h.13)
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- (v)polynomial in ' 1} v o 3> with coefficients depending on .
(3)
P2n(- 3>)- 1'2k\n §  (kh 1/72 A \  § (6)(0)
.., \. 0 . Thus' v+2,n
(4.i4)
Comparing coefficients in (4.13) and (4.11), we get 
fn (x) « <1 (x)
V"
+ E vn
v 1
so that
1 „ 2
•/IT
d 1
' In (4.15)
Pvn(-^) (4.10
Let us write
P (-<!>) vn ' 4- P (-<$>) --------t “ T q (x ) edx Vnv — ' dx l VnV '
- !*21
It is not difficult to calculate the first few P (-^), noting that
0 (k)(x)
.-(k+l), .U> (x). Thus, in particular,
(4.17)
Pln^ * - §AJn(l - + xa) (4.18a)
P0 (~t )2n ' 1 \ *(6),  ^1 ? \ n (x) JL o (7)72 3n -t M
2^ '*(x 4-6x2+3) A4n + ~ - ( x 6-15x4+45x2-15)A2n
(~HK A4n ‘ W  A3r/ x 4~\n " F A3n)T r  a§ /  + 1 
\ n  ’ 24" A3n (4.lPb)
It can be verified from comparison of eqn,(4.13) and the fimal result fro. > 
the substitution of eqns. (3.11), (3.16), (3.20) and (3.22) into (3.14), 
though a rather tedious procedure, that
*00 r5V^n (x ) - pVn(-*) (4.19)
For instance, from (4.4) and (4.l8), we have
*00 ^ (x) r‘ P]_n (“* )
*00 r^ (x) p2n(-*)
which agrees with (4.19).
If F (x) is absolutely continuous for sufficiently large n, we 
have from (4.15),
Pn (x ) = q,(x) ® ^  pVn(-*) (  -,rn )  (k.20)
uniformly for - cd fx - Cd. Since eqn.(4.20) is obtained by differentiating 
the Gram-Charlier expansion, we shall refer to it as the "differentiated" 
Cram-Charlier expansion. We can state 
Theorem 4.2
For large deviations (e.g. x-o(/n) , the saddlepoint expansion 
(4.3) for p (x) has the form identical to its "differentiated" Cram-Charlier 
expansion (4.20).
It must be pointed out that the phrase "for large deviation" in 
theorem (4.2) is necesr’:u/ since the Cram-Charlier expansion for p (x) holds 
for all values of x in (- «*,»), while the corresponding saddlepoint expansion 
is valid only for x ro( :n ) for some positive number ™ .
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